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UCF takes 5th in computer contest 
by Sheila Howard 
CENTRAL FL9RIDA FUTURE 
A team ofUCF students took 
fifth place in an international 
computer programming contest 
March 6. 
Twep.ty-five teams competed 
in the contest, the 15th Annual 
ACM (Association of Comput-
ing Machinery) Scholastic Pro-
gramming Contest. Some 
teams represented other coun-
tries . 
UCF came in third over 
American universities and fifth 
overall, according to Dr. Ali 
Orooji, assistant professor of 
computer science and the 
team's faculty adviser. He 
noted that UCF has partici-
pated in the contest since 1982. 
In the regional contest, 
which determines who will 
compete in the finals, UCF 
placed in the top three every 
tremely impressive," Orooji 
said. 
like fire truck routes and op-
eration room schedules, math-
ematical problems ~d puzzles. ·year. Photo Courtesy of Team 
Team members Chris Gouge, Robert Franceschini, Peter Popovich 
and Mark Schnitzius (l_to r) look happy after placing fifth. 
"We came in first place four 
different years - that is ex-
In ·the contest, teams had to 
create computer programs to 
solve real-life crisis situations, see COMPUTERS page 5 
Greeks to help charities 
during -UCF GreCk Week 
by Sandra Pedicini 
CENTRAL FLORIDA Fl:JTURE 
The purpose of Greek Week is to 
promote a more positive image of mem-
bers of UCFs Greek system, according 
to a Greek Week organizer. 
During Greek Week this week, fra-
ternities and sororities want to project 
an ima·ge of th~mselves not as beer-
guzzling party animals but a~ conce~ed 
and involved university students, said 
Mike Rezmer, the event's co-chairman. 
"We're doing our best to raise money 
and promote ourselves," 
Will be raised frorr: an aluminum can 
drive and a carnival . 
One of the major changes in this 
year's Greek Week is the carnival, 
scheduled for Wednesday on the Green. 
Each fraternity and sorority will have a 
booth with food and activities, and the 
bands Caribbean Explosion and Alter 
Ego will perform. 
The radio station XLl 06. 7, which has 
been promoting the carniva1, will play 
music and give out prizes. Students 
from area elementary schools and UCF's 
Creative School for Children have beep 
invited to the event. 
Rezmer said. ''The pur-
pose is to have a lot of 
fun and to promote a 
positive image rather 
than a negative image. 
Essentially, we're try-. 
ing to help charities 
throughout the area." 
Another change in 
this year's Greek Week 
was made'in the Greek · 
Sing, in which each 
• fraternity and sorority 
performs. 
"~he purpose is to 
promote a positive 
image rather than a 
negative image." Rezmer said this 
. year's event will be 
• Mike Rezmer "more of a production" Greek Affairs coordi-
nator - Greg Mason 
agreed. 
Greek Week co-chairman than in Greek Weeks 
past. 
"Some of the pur-
poses of Greek Week are the commu-
nity service projects and to sort of 
spotlight Greeks on campus. 
"It's ·also to get people together for 
fun," he said. 
Greek Week is a nationwide event in 
which fraternities and sororities sponsor 
many different activities to promote 
themselves and raise money for chari-
table causes. 
This year, UCF Greeks are raising 
money for the Missing Children's Cen-
ter, the Russell Home for Atypical 
Children and the Coalition for the 
Homeless. 
Money is being raised through a 
dance marathon. Dancers will receive 
pledges of no less than $25. Money also 
Many of the frater-
nities are doing more elaborate perf or-
mances, getting ·together bands and 
adding more choreography to the shows. 
"They put a little more thought into 
it," Rezmer said. 
Administration and department 
heads have been invited. Rezmer said 
there will be less badgering between 
competing fraternities and sororities 
because part of the purpose of Greek 
Week is to help Greeks try to change 
their image. 
Non-Greeks don't have to be left out 
of the fun, Rezmer pointed out. All UCF 
students are invited to the activities, 
although the only events in which they 
can actively participate are the carni-
val, blood drive and marathon. 
EASTER PRO'GRAM 
A Roman (Tim Butler) whips Christ (Evan Keller) . Baptist Campus Ministries and 
other groups held a mock crucifixtion. See more photos on Page 4. 
CAB wins national award for 
·its 1st Hot .Topics Series -
by Vicki Paulus 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Campus Activities Board won a 
national award for its Hot Topics Series. 
CAB received the Distinguished 
Lecture Program Award in February in 
Nashville, Tenn. It was awarded for the 
1989-90 Hot Topics Debate Series. 
''We are very proud of this award, 
since it is [so] competitive," said Vic 
Co1lazo, assistant director of the Stud.ent 
Center. 
"I'm real tickled that we won this 
award," said Janna McGowan, director 
of the CAB Speakers Committee and 
organizer oftrus first series of Hot Top-
ics programs. "It is really prestigious 
for UCF to get this national award." 
The Hot Topics programs consisted 
of a one-hour formal debate on current 
national, state and local concerns. 
"Staff and students came up with the 
idea ·because of the issues going on at 
the time, like the censorship of the 
movie 'The Last Temptation of Christ' 
and the political debate on abortion," 
Collazo said. 
Each Hot Topics Debate had four 
panelists, two pro and two con. Local 
topic experts served as panelists. 
''The panelists were chosen by con-
see CAB A WARD page 5 
THE PLACE TO BE TONIGHT IS ••• 
THE STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM 
Jeff Dunb.an11 
.and Peanut r~::;1i 
AMAZING VENTRILOQUIST SEEN ON HBO, 9pm 
COMIC STRIP LIVE & EVENING AT THE INPROV! 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 3 
GREEK WEEK CARNIVAL 
ON THE GREEN 5·10 pm 
r;] '1 i 3 ·ilEGD 
AND 
CARIBBEAN EXPLOSION 
1(1~ ?Uate1t /eWeJt 
·. ·. le~ 7up 
. April 20-21 









April 8 . 
Pee Wee's Big 
Adventure 
All movies are 
shown at 6:30 & 
9:00 pm in the Wild 
Pizza unless other· 
wise noted. 
. . The following clubs & organizations 
have been furided through Student 
Government for fiscal year 1.990;.91 ! 
Legal Services 
Surf Club · 





UCF Police Dept. 
UCF Ski Tea1n 
Student Literary Magazine 
Golden Key Honor Society 
Tau Beta Sgina 
Alnateur Radio Club 
ActivityaodServk:eFee 
Phi Theta Kappa 
Cineniatography Clu_, 
Assoc. of Co1nputing Machinists 
· Alpha Kappa Psi 
HU1nan Resources · 
UCF College Deniocrats 
Ne~nClub 
French Club 
Florida Engineering Society 
EnviroDJDental Society 
· International Student Society 
Alnerican Che1nical Society 
Sociology Club _ 
























UCF student .~ould be . . 
College Student of Year 
Student one of 7 finalists; more than t40 applied 
by Cynthia Massino 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF student Sundar Sinnappan has 
a chance to be named the 1991 Florida 
College Student of the .Year. 
Sinnappan, a computer engineering 
student with a 3.97 GPA, joins six other 
state finalists who awfilt the results. 
The winner will be announced April 12 
at a press conference in Tallahassee. 
Gov. Lawton Chiles and other dignitar-
ies will attend. · 
Florida Leader 
Magazine spon-
dent of the Year for 1991 and he also 
received an Academic Excellence award 
at UCFs Founders' Day. 
Joanna McCully, International Stu-
dent Services coordinator, said she is 
sure Sinnappan will win. 
"He is tops in my book," she said.-
Sinnappan tutors-math at the Stu-
dent Academic Resource Center and 
volunteers as a tutor .. He also writes 
computer programs as a research assis-
tant in the Computer Engineering de-
partment. · - · 
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURt: 
sored the contest, 
which attracted 
Sinnap·pan 
heard abou.t the 
contest last year, 
but did not fill out 
an · application be-
cause he said he 
didn't have the in-
volvement that he 
does now. _ 
KEEPING THE DREAM ALIVE 
more than 140 ap-
plicants from 35 "He is certainly a shining 
Danyelle, of Alpha Kappa Alpha, shows a video and does a rap about Martin Luther 
King Jr. She performed in the Gong Show, sponso·red by.Alpha Phi Alpha. 
colleges-in Fl:orida. star." 
The judges chose 
seven finalists, one 
being Sinnappan, 
and · 14 Honorable 
Mention winners. 
- Pam Mounce 
associate Dean of Students 
"I was excited 
to be named a fi-
nalist - I can't be-
lieve it," Sinnappan 
said. "It would have 
been an honor just 
Counselor: Relatio.nships_ 
. -
can .either be loving or toxic 
The magazine's 
publisher, . W.H. 
"Butch" Oxendine 
Jr., said Sinnappan . to get an honorable 
by Cynthia Mas8ino 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
panionship .and the need to feel appre-
ciated must be fulfilled. People in a -lov-
:ih.g relationship have feelings of love 
that must come out. mention." is UCFs first-representative in the con-
test since it began four years ago: 
"Sundar is rare," Oxendine said. ''The· 
3.97 GP A, plus all of the organizations 
he's involved in, is outstanding." . 
The contest regarded highly those 
students who support themselves fi-
nancially and who showed academic 
excellence and involvement. Sinnappan 
is no stranger to those requirements. 
For being named a finalist, 
Sinnappan received $1,000. If named 
Florida College Student of the Year, he'll 
win $500 more, a Zenith computer and 
a computer desk. Sinnappan plans to 
use the money to pay for graduate 
school. 
The word 'love' in the phrase "I love 
you" is a verb. Since verbs show action, 
,'love' should be no exception. 
Dr. Valarie King, counselor at UCFs 
Counseling and Testing Center, weaved 
this point through her lecture "Loving 
and Being Loved: Enhancing Your Re-
lationship." 
''We enjoy being nourished by the 
excitement of another," King said. Other 
needs _ipclude an emotional support 
system and sexual fulfillment. 
"People also have a conflicting need 
- the n'eed not to be hurt,'' King said. 
She added that when this need is strong, 
it can scare p_eople away from having 
His accomplishments include mem-
berships in UCF's President's ~eader­
ship Council, National Sodety of 
Professional Engineers, Phi Kappa Phi 
National Honor Society .and Omicron 
Delta Kappa National Leadership · 
Honor ·society, and Student Govern-
ment. 
UCF President Steven Altman wrote 
a congratulatory letter to Sinnappan for 
being selected as a finalist. 
On Thursday, King said relationships 
can be loving or they can be toxic. 
If your partner is controlling you, 
finding fault with you and never has a 
complimentary thing to say, chances are 
the relationship is toxic. 
another relationship. , 
''We have to take risks!" King said. · t 
"You must set aside the fear associated 
with pain." 
He wrote, "I thank you for the recog-
nition you bring to yourself, the Uni-
versity of Central Florida and the entire 
university system." "If you're just there for your lover's 
convenience, then there is an imbal-
ance," King said. , 
When a relationship ends, the pain 
starts. King mentioned the sleepless-
ness and the inability to concentrate 
that go along with the end of a relation-
. ship. 
International Student Services 
named Sinnappan International Stu-
Pam Mounce, associate dean of stu-
dents and adviser for the President's 
Leadership Council, said, "I couldn't 
think of anybody better to represent 
UCF. He is certainly a shining star.". 
· A loving relationship satisfies psy-
chological needs that romantic love 
provides. King said the need for com- see LOVE LECT.!JRE page 4 
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Communication majors Christine Ivanov, David Gomoletz, Christina 
Tan and Christine Markham (I to r) won $1,000 scholarships. 
• MONEY WINNERS 
Congratulations to commu-
nication majors David 
Gomoletz, Christine Ivanov, 
Christine· Markham and 
Christina Tan. They each re-
ceived a $1,000 scholarship 
from the Orange Blossom Roast 
and Toast :i;>rogram, -a project 
of the Orlando area chapter of 
the Florida Public Relations 
Association. 
To be eligible for this schol-
arship, applicants had to be 
seniors accepted into UCF's 
School of Communication and 
had to have at least a 3.0 GPA 
• GREEK CARNIVAL. 
Greek Week 1991 presents 
The Saturday Night Live Car-
nival from 5-10 p.m. Wednes-
. day on the Green. 
The festivities include two 
bands: Alter Ego and Carib-
bean Explosion. Also, the car-
nival features XL106.7's Blue 
Thunder, giveaways, conces-
sions, a dunking pooth, a 
moonwalk and clowns. Join in 
the festivities and help the 
Greeks celebrate Greek Week. 
• THE CONNELLS 
The Campus Activities 
Board presents the THE 
CONNELLS, an alternative 
rock band. It will perform at 8 
p.m. April 11 in the Student 
Center Auclitorium. 
A limited amount of free 
tickets are available for stu-
dents at the KIOSK present an open lecture ort 'The Center, 2500 Discovery_ Drive, 
•EARTH DAY EVENTS 
The UCF Environmental 
Society is hosting its UCF 
Earth Day 1991 Speaker Se-
ries. All shows will begin at 7 :30 
p.m. in the Student Center 
Auclitorium. 
• April 10 - Dan Williams, 
Greenpeace, will present ''Time 
for a Sane and Safe Energy 
Policy." • April 15 - Cindy 
Westra, Back to Nat1:lre, will 
present "Domino Effect: Toxins 
vs. Wildlife"and Environment." 
• April 18 - · Micheal 
Geoghaegans, of the United 
Nations, ·will present "The 
Politics of the Environment." 
• HELP THE HOMELESS 
Here is your Ghance to help 
the homeless. ' 
The Social Work Student 
Advisory Association is aiding 
the Coalition for the Homeless. 
The coalition started .a new 
program called "New Begin-
. nings." It needs donations, such 
-as blankets and clothes, for this 
program. From April 1-5, drop 
containers will be at the library, 
the Administration Building 
and the Fine Arts Builcling. 
For more information, call 
Kim Dawson at 366-3802. 
•PRESIDENTIAL TALK 
Mr. · George Reedy, press 
secretary to former President 
Lyndon B. J ohnscm, will 
Presidency: The Rple of Sym- Orlando. 
bol and Substance." Learn to project a positive 
- Reedy will lecture from 10- singles image, meet singles, 
11:15 a.m. Thursday in Room discover places to go in Central 
260 of the Health and Physics Florida and build networks. 
Building. For more information, The cost is $50 and you must 
call ext. 2076. pre-register by 5 p.m. April 2. 
•FREE MONEY 
Three UCF Foundation Mi-
nority Graduate Fellowships 
have been made for prospective 
new_ graduate students. Each 
is worth $1,500. The moneys 
Will be paid in two equal in-
stallments after the add-drop 
period of next fall and spring 
semesters. 
The fellowships are for new 
- students. The deadline for ap-
plications is April 10. 
• LETTER WRITING 
Do you know the facts about 
hemp/marijuana? 
Attend one of the two letter 
writing campaigns on campus 
April 2 and April 13. 
For more information con-
cerning time and place, call 
John W. at 382-0528. 
•SINGLES CAN WIN 
Dr. Lirida Godleski, psy-
chiatrist, and Liz Bernal, clini-
cal assistant, are presenting 
''Winning the Singles Game." 
This extensive, full-day 
workshop for men and women 
will be from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. April 
6 at the University Behavioral 
To register or for in.ore in-
formation, call Carlene Wesley 
at 293-4949. 
• HAVE BAD KIDS? 
HCA West Lake Hospital is 
presenting a seminar on "How 
to Succeed with a Difficult 
Child." It starts at 6:30-p.m. 
Thursday at HCA West Lake 
Hospital. Psychologist Deborah 
0. Day will speak. 
The seminar is free, but 
space is limited. Call 767-0152 
by Wednesday to reserve a seat. 
• TEEN HELPLINE 
Are you lonely, frightened or 
confused about all that is hap-
pening in our world today? Do 
you wish there was someone to 
talk to? Call Central Florida · 
Helpline at 740-7477. Volun-
teers are there 24 hours a day, 
weekends and holidays in-
cluded. 
The folks at Helpline care 
about you and are here for you. 
If you are a teen-ager, we have 
a Teen Talk line just for you. 
Teen volunteers are ready to 
listen from 5-9 p.m. Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday. Give 
them a call at 740-TALK 
LOVE LECTURE 
FROM PAGE3 
"It can be totally consum--
ing," King said. "A person may 
lose their sense of worth and 
can reach their lowest point. 
When a re.lationship ends, 
people tend to think something 
is WJ'.Ong with them. 
"Before getting involved in 
another relationship, clean up 
the mess from the last one;" 
she said. "If you feel inad-
equate, then you can't give." 
People must have a good 
sense of themselves to find love. 
This means seeing yourself as 
lovable and having high self-
esteem. 
When someone does find love 
and it lasts, sometimes a 
''blahness" can occur, King said. 
·This can be. avoided if each 
person makes loving efforts 
daily. ' 
''The words 'I love you' are 
- not enough. You have to show 
it, too," King said. 
People in relationships must 
make efforts to communicate. 
A loving relationship means 
two people remain aware of 
their partner's feelings and 
·needs. 
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA F.UTURE Jim Ferguson'CENTR.A.L FLORIDA FUTURE 
HELPING HAND? THE CRUCIFIXION 
At the end of King's speech, 
she said, "OK, now go to work 
everybody." The 30 member-s of 
the audience chuckled and 
started .getting up from their 
seats and then King said, "I 
mean go to work at loving." 
Christ (Evan Keller) has justbeen beaten by a Roman. (See 
photo on Page 1.) A Roman (Marty) holds up his chin. 
Mary (Jenny Evans) and friend (Chris Fliegel) look up at Christ. 
Baptist Campus Ministries put on the event on the Green. 
Thursday's lecture in the 
President's Dining Room was 
part of the Brown Bag Lecture 
Series presented by the Cam-
pus Activities Board. 
Your ti:rrt.e is precious.. 
Give us a little of your tim.;e. 
'
:·.I And so are the lives you could save. 
Volunteer with the Red Cross. · 
Call 894-4 i 41 for mor~ information. 
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Student .Legnl Services provides 
student's with un nssistance in se-
lected .nrcns oflaw such us ltrndlorcV 
tenant, consumer, non-criminal 
traffic nnd uncontt~sted dissolu-
tions. You can recci vc attorney 
consultation and . . re.prese11tation 
free ·of charge to cjuu1ified stu-
dents .. CaJJ's23-2538 •Or stop by SC 
210 for more information or an 
appointment. 
Problems With•t . 
• Landlords'? 
• Insurance'? 
• Contracts? · 
• Police? 
Need? 




·- 12 PK./12 OZ. CAN~ 
2 LITER BTI.. 
.... ·suo, BUD DRY 
FOOD 
STORES 
3433 ALF A YA TRAIL 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA #281 l 
12 PK./ 12 OZ. CANS 
BOVALCROWN 
99¢. $299 
2 LITER BTL 12 PK./12 OZ. CANS 









OLD MILWAUKEE . 





$225 12 PK. 
$449 
BEST .............. _................................ 6 PK. 
PACK · $1 88 
CIGARETTES................... • 
PACK $ 1 60 - GENERIC.......................... • 
MILK 
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FROM PAGE 1 
The contest sponsor, AT&T Com-
puter Systems, provided one computer 
terminal to each team. 
UCF team members Peter Popovich, 
Robert Franceschini, Mark Schnitzius 
and Christopher Gouge worked the first 
problem of the contest. 
In fact, Popovich submitted the entry 
44 minutes into the competition. 
Here's how it worked: 
•When a team completed a program, 
it transmitted the entry to a judge 
through the computer system. 
• The judge marked the program 
correct or incorrect. If it was incorrect, 
the team had to find its error, correct it 
and re-submit the program. 
Because the team had to share a 
computer, Franceschini figured Ol;lt in 
what order the team should do the 
problems. 
"He [Franceschini] is good at pre-
dicting which problem will take the most 
· time," Gouge said. "I am a really slow 
typist, so it's better for me to work a 
complicated problem on.paper fi:rst." 
Franceschini and Gouge tackled the 
long, complicated problems on paper, 
while Popovich worked at the keyboard. 
''We call him and Mark [Schnitzius] 
'the bangers' because they are fast typ-
ists," Gouge said. 
Schnitzius did two programs in about 
2 1/2 hours. One was similar to a game 
of dominoes. He had to match the dots 
on each domino to make a square con-
figuration on the screen. 
The team planned its work so the 
computer never sat idle. 
'The team devised its strategy during 
20 weeks of practice,"· Orooji said. The 
team members practiced every Saturday 
for at least eight hours. 
''We would go to the computer lab in 
the morning and leave at night," Gouge 
said. 
Orooji said during the finals, students 
can interact with one another, but they 
cannot speak to him. He and the other 
24 coaches stayed in another room 
watching the scores on a computer ter-
minal. 
"I paced back and forth all five hours," 
he said. The other coaches came and 
went.throughout the day, but Orooji said 
he did not leave. 
Not being able to talk to its coach 
was only one of the team's hardships 
during the five-hour event. 
"The hardest part was keeping. fo-
cused on the problem," Gouge said. "It 
was tempting to look.around the room 
or look up the scores on another screen." 
The team encountered another prob-
lem when it submitted a program and 
a judge mistakenly marked it incorrect . 
The team members wasted time trying. 
to figure out what was wrong. 
Gouge did not think it hurt them, 
but Franceschini said they may have 
The r.en. traJ ~}orida F;ut~re 1. ARFil 2 .1
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TAKING A LOOK 
Tommy RenaultJ a 21-year-old radio-television major, and Erik Huffman, a 23-year-
old aerospace engineering major, check out student artwork on the Green. 
taken fourth place if not for that mistake. 
Nevertheless, the team worked five 
of the eight programs, and each member · 
won a $500 scholarship from AT&T. 
AT&T awarded $25,000 to the six 
top teams: Stanford University, Vrije 
Universiteit (The Netherlands), Virginia 
Tech, Victoria University ofWellington 
(New Zealand), UCF and the Univer-
sity of Oregon. 
UCF is in the southeast region, which 
includes six states: Florida, Georgia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee and Mississippi. Twelve tea; ns 
compete and the top two teams go . to 
the international finals. 
CAB AWARD 
FROM PAGE 1 
tacting a group of people back-
ing the issue," Collazo said. 
"For example, during the abor-
tion series we called NOW [the 
National Organization for 
Women] and pro-choice sup-
porters." 
However, McGowan said a 
problem in the program was 
getting panelists. 
"Because of the -nature of 
some of the topics, it is hard to 
·get people te commit to being 
panelists and speaking in pub-
lic about the issues even if they 
have definite opinions on the 
topic," she said. 
The audiences usually ex-
ceeded 300 people and reached 
up to 700 people during some 
of the controversial topics, 
Collazo said. 
The series has led to the new 
Brown Bag Lecture Series this 
year. · 
·'These lectures [Brown Bag] 
are more casual and have taken 
off to a successful start," Collazo 
said. · · 
Don't get wrecked. If you're not 
sober-or VOLfre not sure-
· let someone else do the driving 
A message pr01ided hy this newspaper 
and Heer Drinkers of America · 
National Headquarters 
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
7141557-2337 
. 1-800-441-2337 
"Iker Drinker:; ol ,\mcriC'J is a non·pn>li1 consunwr mcmht•r:;hip 
OJ]'Jlli7.,lli111111pt·n 11nly 1u persons m-cr 1hc ''~'' of 21:· • 
6 
. -.~ . , '' 






Orlando .chapter of COOP Celebrates 'Peaks' 
by David J. Shoulberg members and David Lynch, the show's 
P creator. sent a~ personal thank you video lug .in the Mr. Coffee and stock up to the Orlando COOP chapter, headed by 
on the cherry pie, "Twin Peaks" is back on Dawn Stano. The tape was met with ener-
the air. The show that asked everyone to getic applause from the crowd of about 
figure out who killed Laura Palmer has 50. · 
returned from a monthlong hiatus to its The next few moments before the show 
new I old time slot. aired were spent discussing 'Operation 
The reason for this rebirth of "Peaks" is Pine Weasel,' a full-fledged campaign to 
mainly due to an organization named Cit- secure "Twin Peaks," not only for this 
izens Opposing the Offing of Peaks. COOP season but for next season as well. OPW 
was organized on a national level with the consists of more calls and letters to ABC, 
purpose of saving "Twin Pe~ks" from can- plus letters to businesses that advertise 
cellation. during "Peaks." 
Thi~ season, ABC moved "Peaks" to 10 "We are participating in an anti-boycott. 
p.m. Saturdays, a time that consistently Basically, sending compani~s proof-of-
placed the show toward the bottom of the purchase seals to say that we are watch-
N eilson Ratings. ing and we are buying your products be-
Mid-season the show was put on hiatus, . -cause you advertise during 'Twip. Peaks,'" 
a vacation of sorts with cancellation im- said Bob Shrader, COOP vice president. 
minent.-This is when COOP and other fans "COOP is a non-profit organization, and 
mobilized to save the show. T-shirt sales are the only way we raise 
A massive letter writing campaign and money. You don't have to buy one, but it 
phone invasion began inandating ABC would be greatly appreciated," said Dawn 
with upwards of 10,000 inquiries a week. Stano, who was dress~.d in plastic like 
People sent stale doughnuts, and one fan the late Laura Palmer's dead body. 
even sent a log through the mail with a When asked the one thing he would tell 
letter nailed to it to help save the shqw. ABC Studios' head, Bob Iger (a "Peaks" 
For the time being, ABC has reconsid- fan!), Shrader replied, "All we are saying ... 
ered and revived "Twin Peaks" at 9 p.m. is give 'Peaks' a chance." In this bizarre 
Thursdays, its original first-season time chess game of COOP vs. ABC, all that can 
slot. For the first new episode on March be said is AB~. it's your move ... 
28, COOP members, supporters and COOP is busily planning the next 
friends of members and supporters gath- "Peaks" viewing party. For those interest- Details 
ered at Cricket's Lounge to celebrate their ed in Operation Pine Weasel or in attend- Sherilyn Fenn and cast returned to prime-time last Thursday 
victory and watch the fruits of their labor. ing the next "Twin Peaks" party, call Dawn night when "Twin Peaks" reappeared on ABC. 
As a show of gratitude, "Peaks" cast Stano at 866-6148. 
. . 
, . _· · CONCERTS . . ". . . 
Wednesday, April 3 
· Biuesman. Johnny 
Clyde Copeland plays at 
the Blue Note. Tickets 
are $8. 
Thursday, April 4 
Catch the sweet sounds 
of reggae band Michael E. 
Johson and the Klller 
Bees at 9 p.m. at the 
Rollins College Student 
Cen-ter. Tickets are $5. 
Experience Bach, Beet-
hqven and Puccini at the 
St. John Lutheran 
Church in Winter Park. 
Friday, April 5 
Emanuel, Shat-Rule, 
Tone Lover and Smooth 
Jay Smoothe play a ben-
efit show for the Coalition 
for the Homeless of 
~en tral Florida. Tickets 
are $5 and the show starts 
at 9 p.m. 
Mix it up with the Jazz 
na tonight and Monday 
are sold out but there are 
still a few tickets to the 
third show on Tuesday. 
Hurry! 
Monday, April 8 
Scottish band Caper-
calllie shows up_ at the 
Enzian Theater at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $15 in ad-
vance and $18 at the 
door. 
***Tickets are still 
available for ZZ Top's 
iliidlillliiillifl second show on April 11. 
Puzzlers at the Blue Note. 
Tickets are $8. 
Sunday. April 7 
The Grateful Dead 
shows at the Orlando Are-
The Black Crows are no 
longer opening for the 
show. 
Tickets went on sale 
Saturday for the Great 









The vecy best of American poetry 
-showcased ii1 1990 coinoilation 







pect of this 
issue is the 




ry, there is 
Reviewed by Bill Cushing much offered 
1 here. , as they say, the third Acknowl-
tlme is a charm, this year's edgements 
edition of "The Best American are given, 
Poetry, 1990" is a collection poet by poet, 
to look into. of the 
Series editor David Lehman magazines 
is joined by guest Jorie Gra- in which 
harri. Both have done an ad- each piece 
mirable job in culling a diver- was original-
sity of work from a large array ly pub-
of quarters; more than three lished. 
dozen magazines were read in These are 
order to compile the piece of- then supple-
f ered. mented with 
These periodicals cover ev- a complete listing of these 
ery conceivable genre and sources, including mailing 
format - from the avant- addresses and editors. 
garde poetry published in If that were not enough, 
"O.blek" or the modem-femi- there iS a section for "Con-
nisi;n of "How(~er)" to the ac- trtbutor's Notes and Com-
ademic standards uph~ld by ments." This is rich in detailed 
the "Yale Review," the "New biographical information 
Republic" or "Parts Review." along with individual com-
Contributors range be- ments on the work, as inAnne 
_tween.America's cqrrent Poet Carson's statements con-
Laureat~. Mark Strand, to ce~ ".'fhe Life ofTowns," a 
Jendi Reiter, a colle_ge fresh- series of:poems she says "is a 
man majoring in biology. part of an ongoing war with 
W. S. Merwin, winner of a punctuation; we fought to a 
Yale Younger Poet Award and standstill here." 
a Pulitzer Prize, contributed According to editor Leh-
'The Morning Train," origi- man, last year's issue shat-
nally published in the- New: .. tered the myth that poetry 
Yorker. MeIWin will be visiting doesn't sell-m America by_ pe-
the area at 7:30 p.m. April 4 ingnamed to a "best-sellerlisf 
at VCC East and at 11 a.m. compiled from independent 
April 5 in the UCF Boardroom bookstores." 
to read his work as a part of That being the case, per-
UCF's World Writers Series. haps this year's version can 
Several other Pulitzer break that barrier within the 
winners are here, including "chains," provided those 
Anthony Hecht, James Mer- stores are willing to stock it. 
rill, Richard Wilbur and last Certainly every phase and 
come· 
form of poetic work is here, 
from the Black Mountain 
School of Robert Creeley to the 
"blue collar" style of Philip 
Levine, from Donald Hall's 
New England fatalism to a 
completely new viewpoint of 
that icon of American dolls as 
presented in Lynne McMa-
hon's "Barbie's Ferrari."· 
This is a volume as much 
for the serious student of po-
etiy as -ft is for those who 
would like to see what the 
current age of American poets 
is producing for posterity. 
PIZZAHUTD 
SUBWAY • 
MADE FRESH RIGHT . BEFORE YOUR 
EYES JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT. 










r--------------------r-~----------------~, BUY_ ANY REGULAR OR FOOTLONG BUY ANY 511 SUB OR 
SUB & A MEDIUM SOFT DRINK, : -
AND GET ONE FOOTLONG S~B OF SMALL SALAD AND GET 
EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR ONE FREE-
99¢ . (WITH PURCH,ASE 9F MEDIUM DRINK) 
~111 ;Il.IJ;ri ~11] ;![IJ;ri 
(NOT GOOD W/OTHER OFFERS. REDEEMABLE ONLY AT. 
1 COUPON PER VISIT.) 3912 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL 
GOOD THROUGH 4126191 (OPPOSITE UCF) L ______________ 2~33~ -
(NOT GOOD W/OTHER OFFERS. 
1 COUPON PER VISIT.) 
GOOD THROUGH 4/26/91 
REDEEMABLE ONLY AT: 
3912 N ALAFAYA TRAIL 
(OPPOSITE UCF) 
2n-33so 
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American 
Red Cross 
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.Outback Restaurant brings 'Aussie' style to Orlando 
Inconsistent service detracts from good food 
by Lisa Komara And, bocause I could bring the 
r\ -leftove.rshome,-1 a1sn ordered the 
Vnce in a while··I have an ~on the Barbie, which~ 
-insa~le craving for barbecued servrowtthcinnamonapplesand 
ribs or a juicy char-grilled steak spicy french flies. 
Thiscamivorousconditloncame As she was leaving, I said, i 
over me last week, so I thought I would like my steak medium. 
would satisfy it at the Outback And, would you please bring me 
steakhouse, an extra plate 
onAlomaAve- for the rib 
nue in Winter bones?" No 
Park problem 
The name Th e 
"Outback" ribs arrived 
·seemed to first, with no 
suggest an eXtra plate. r 
Australian : askedaserver 
theme. I con- (not my wait-
firrned this as- re&5) to please 
s u mp t i o n bring me an 
-when I noticed · extra plate and 
a picture of Crocodile Dundee on - a glass of water with no ice. (The 
the wa1l at Ute entrance. water was for the finger bowl, 
The evening began with a which should have contained 
waitress appearJng at my table. Wann water to clean the barbe-
She said, at an auctioneer's rate cue sauce off 1ny fingers, but in-
of spetrll, "How can I start you stead held one '"moist towelette. j 
off tonight? You should try our No problem 
Bloomin' Onion ENecybody likes The steak arrtvec:I a few min-
it. Shall I put in qp. order?" utes later via a third waiter. The 
This approach turned me off. . seconclwatterwasonhis tail with 
In my e.xperience, a good seiver the water and extra plate. Now I 
should offer a beverage first. She was set 
would have done just as well to The steaklookedgreat, but~ 
sell me an trnported Australian I cut into it; I noticed it was rare, 
beer,anduponreturningwtthit, . not medium like I ordered. MY 
stiggest a Bloomin' ·Onion as a waitress (the original one) -reap-
savory accompaniment tb the pea:red, after a long absence, to 
beer: I ordered neither a Bldom- checkiflwasinneedofan;yt:hing. 
in' Onion (the mo& expensive I politelytold herthe stmkwas 
appetirer on the menu) nor the rare and asked that she take it 
Australian beer. back to the kitchen for more 
I asked her to bringme a Soda, cooking. She replied, "Oh, that is 
and proceeded to order the medium. '.Aussie' sfyle. So, for 
Michael J. "Crocodile" Dundee, 
a 14-ounceNewYorkstrtpsteak. See OUTBACK page? 
CONGRATULATIONS 
COLLEGE GRADUATES 
The Graduate I 
LE.ASE PROGRAM 
NO MONEY DOWN $188.00 PER MONTH* 
Congratulations 1991 College Graduate! At Coggin Osteen 
Honda we want you to get the best possible start in the 
business world. 
Just for you we've developed "The Graduate Lease 
Program." This program allows you to lease a new 1991 
automobile with no money down. Just bring us your diploma 
and if you meet our other program criteria, we'll help you 
drive away in a sporty new car.* 
l!;l:\111\1 
8574 South Orange Blossom Jra~ •Orlando Florida 32809 •Phone 851-9118 .. 
ON YOUR WAY TO THE TOP, STOP HERE FIRST. 
·so MONTH CLOSE END LEASE PLUS MONTHL y SALES TAX WITH APPROVED CREDIT. FOR 
THE FIRST 12 MONTHS. REMAINING PAYMENTS INCREASE $50.00 PER MONTH 13·60. FIRST • 
MONTHS PAYMENT PLUS REFUNDABLE SECURITY DE POSIT & TAG DUE ON DELIVERY. 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS DUE EVERY 30 DAYS THERAFTER. EXCESS MILEAGE CHARGE OF UP 
TO 15¢ PER MILE OVER 15,000 PER YEAR AND ANY EXCESS WEAR ANO TEAR COSTS MAY 
APPLY AT END OF LEASE. 
The Outback Restaurant in Winter Park specializes in "Aussie" style food from down under. 
Jus' the Facts 
I 
INSTRUMENTAL PIANO MUSIC 
BY 
Shi;iron A. Marman 
-2858 CHAPELWOOD CT. 
OVIEDO, FL 32765 (407) 366-1150 
TERM PAPERS TYPE_, 
. Sl.25/page* 
(double-spaced ll corrected) 
24·HOVR SERVICE ' 
( o~ better!) 
·111,111  
1111111111! ! _______ TliE WRiTE IMAGE------~ 








* wi1lt 1ltis AdveRTiseMENT oNLy 
"DUFFY'S 
SANDWICHES 
10042 UNNERSI1Y BLVD• UCF • 679-2448 
CORNER OF DEAN & UNIVERSI1Y (ONE ~ILE WEST OF UCF) . 
------------- COUPON------------.-
BUY ONE ·sue AND TWO 
" • ..._ I 
20 oz. DRINKS AND GET 
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·~I ----~_!:n_1~~-;~ ___ ___,I Student film festival features the 
• your future referenre, you will. .... 
I stopped her in mid-sentence 
and replied, "For your future 
reference, you might want tp ex-
plain what~· medimnis to 
yourcustcmers before they order 
and save yourself a trtp back to 
land dressing.) The tangy nature . class projects of UCF cinema students 
of this secret concoction was a 
finecomplernenttothespicyfla- By Tom Pryor 
vor cf the onion 
I ordered prime rib, cooked The Campus AGtivities Board held a 
_...the kitchen." 
The food was good in spite of 
the service. Because of this fact, I 
• decided I would give the Outback 
another try, in hopes that the 
service would improve. 
medium. for my entree. Amaz- student film festival on March 21. It pro-
ingly, the waitress was quick to vided UCF film majors with a chance to 
explain, in detail, just what e~ibit their student p~ojects and receive 
"Aussie" medimn was. feedback from the :public. The event had 
- The prime rib was juicy and an excellent turnout. . 
delicious and was accompanied Both film and RTV students. exhibited 
by a colorful medley of vegeta- their work and enjoyed the-opportunity to 
On my second v:lsit, I ordered 
the Bloomin' Onion (my curtooi-
ty got. the best of me) and the 
Kookaburra Wmgs for appetlz-
ers. They were both great, but 
they seemed to be flavored with 
the same spice mixture. 
-bles that were flavorful and not vjew their projects on the big screen. 
overcooked. (F1accid vegetables One of the most well-received student 
always remind me of cafeteria films was ~To Speak To Her Again," student 
food.) filmmaker Benjamin Hershledder's spoof 
• The sauce that accompanied 
the onion was of unknown origin. 
(It tasted like a mixture of 
horseradish and Thousand Is- . 
Uie food and service on my of the bard-boiled detective genre. 
§eeondvisittotheOutbackwere In this film, Detective Rigby Reard.on 
excellent Tills proves that some searches the city for his secretary, Trish 
of us have bad days once in a Deiche, to ask her to vali9.ate his parking 
while. So go on, mates, grab your ticket. ' 
favnrtteOliviaNe\:vton-Johnlook- David Brown's "Psyche" is about a 
alikeandtakeatrtpdownunder student who accidentally. drinks a scien-
tothe Outback - tific formula:, which· enables him to win 
~--~-----------------~ I lt'ult'*HO · . I ... IJJl&t: ..im..... · • I 
I 
. . ~l \~ ITUDENT SPECIALS . I 
~~~ '\.'!!i~ W/VALID 
I llstoraI)te I 
I - - -- - '""'~!'·~G . I 
I 7484 UNNERSITY & GOLDENROD 671-4172 I 
L---~~----~----------~ 
Walt DJsney World Resort ls seeking choral singers with mature voices a'nd 
outgoing personalities for 'Voices of Liberty." a · professional a cappella 
ensemble at EPCOT Center. Vocal auditions are to cast current and future 
full-thne (one year contract) and substitute positions. 
DATE: ~turday. Aprll 6;1991 
REGISTRATION: Men - 9:00 a.m. • 
Women - Noon• 
Audltfons follow regll!ltratlon. · · 
• Eligible performers wtll audition prlor to open call. 
LOCATION: The Peabody Orlando Hotel 
9801 International Drive 
·Mezzanine Level - Sweetwater Room 
Orlando, FL 
REQUIREMENTS: All apllcants must 'be at least age . 18. Bring non-
returnable current photo and resume. Prepare and memodze two short vocal 
selections that best show your vocal range. style and versatility. Bring sheet 
music tn your key (accompanist provtded/no tapes). c.allback audltlons wtll 
beAprtl 7. 1991. Callback applicants may be cequlred to perform the last 16-
32 measures of the following required selections. (Audition Committee will 
select key.) 
lower) 
Soprano - "Summertime" . 
Alto - "God Rest Ye Mercy Gentlemen" 
Tenor - "Danny Boy" 
Baritone - 'They Call The,Wlnd Marla" 
Bass - "01' Man River" (plus one verse an octave 
BENEFITS: Full-time employees receive a flexible Insurance benefit package 
that fits tndtvtdual needs and lifestyles. Other benefits Include sick days. 
merchandise discounts. park admission and more. 
If you have questions. call 407-345-5701 Monday-Frld~y. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
All full-thne entertainers employed by Walt Disney World Co. are covered 
under the tenns and conditions of a collective bargaining agreement with 
Actors' Equity Association. 
CTh .. Walt Dlaaey Company 
Y ~~f~f World Co. 
An f.4ual Oppol1unlly Employrr 
the heart of the girl of .his dreams and 
def eat villain Todd Allan Peleg. The film 
was one of the best in its film category. 
Robert Santiago's "Draw the Line" draws 
insight into the world of the filmmaker 
and his films. Student director Santiago 
does this through the use of production 
sketches and scenes of the filmmaker in 
action. 
Another example of insight into the 
filmmaker and his world is Carl Juilao's 
'The Danmouth, $82,000 wi th $4,000 dawn, FHA mortgage of $80,964 plus 
$3,000 FHA·MIP. Isl year principle and lnlerest payment of 7 718% Is S587 + 
$12 insurance escrow+ S65 tax escrow for lotal payment of $664. APR Is . 
8.06%. Second year paymenl Is at 8 718%, year 3 lhru 30 payment is al 9112%. 
Nole: Program avallablllly is subjecl lo change wllhoul nollce. Appliance and 
options otter nol valid wilh any olher oner. 
Mm~ There's More Of You 
.-. ~~ In Every Home We Build. 
.... ~ .. ;,,,,,A~~r~1:- .. 
"A Day in the Life of a UCF film student." 
Filmmaker Juliao's appropriate use of Billy 
Joel's "Pressure," the use of on-campus 
footage to create the world of the student 
filmmaker and Jennifer Wydham's come-
dically effective performance make the film 
enterfaining and provide insight into the 
pressured world of the student filmmak-
er. 
In terms of visual effects, Jenny Gold's 
"Tradium" was the most innovative of the 
films on display at the festival. The film 
follows the adventures of an extraterres-
trial that arrives on earth in the form of a 
dog. Gold's use of his trained dog Disriey 
combined with narration make the film 
very funny. _ · 
All of the films ~ir~ technically superb 
as well as entertaining. The students' 
camera work combined with music and 
editing are effective in creating dramatic 
and comedic effects. 
Overall, the festival was a big success 
for student filmmakers and other students 
alike. The Campus Activity Board spon-
sored event provided both groups with the 
chance to gain feedback on the fiTmmak-
ing process. 
Director Steven Spielberg once said, . 
"You're only as good as your last film." If 
there is any truth to this, UCF's filmmakers 
are well on their way to many future film 
successes. 
. At Glenwood, we offer you other 
iri1po1tant advantages: 
• Great Location 
• Quality Mindich Construction 
• Bond Money f i~ancing 
• Private Walled-In 
Neighborhood 
. • Brick Exteriors 
Plus, from now until April 30, 
1991, you will receive an option _ 
.. package worth $1500 or a 
-washer~dryer and refrigerator 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
This iS the time to buy! Visit us at 
Glenwood to9ay. 
University Blvd. 1 Mile East of Beltway 
to Heattier Glen Blvd. & Left. 
67: - 661 .,. :~····. 
.~ -
I : 
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HuMoR takes 
over campus with 
growing support 
You may wonder why we print a Futile issue. Why 
do we feel the need to print bogus news and sports on 
the cover of a normal issue? Is this meant to be come-
dic? Does The Ceqtral Florida Future staff expect to 
achieve some sort of notoriety from this? . 
Yes, we do. 
The Central Florida Future produces mass amounts 
of issues, or so it seems to us, and after a while, a 
group of''bloopers" develops. Most of these ''bloopers" 
are work jokes that develop. 
Sometimes the jokes are from a repetition of words 
in cutlines, sometimes figures on campus are humor-
ous to us, or sometimes we just wonder what if this 
was the true story?· 
The Futile provides a medium in which our staff 
members can print their jokes (at least the appropri-
ate ones). 
- These jokes would reach a point where they just 
got accidentally printed or lost in the halls of fame 
and we felt that this could not be. 
WE. l-IE.l-P ™( 
E.t-JVI RONMENT 
f!>Y CD~MING . 
L..£.SS · 
kl£ ~a_p 11-4E. 
fNVIRONMQ.JT BY 
CO~SUMl~G wrs OF" 
ENVIR.O~MOJTa!..LY 
SAF( ~DUCTS.' 
The humor needs to be put into publication so our 
public can view a behind-the-scenes glimpse of what 
our writers think of. 
ou~;. ~~ t:t~~d .'.:~:::~~!~:.b~~r~n;z~ ~~ Letters W*®I¥@HM•~£.~@kg~JJw~•A~-=-.w• 
offense, please write a letter clearly stating to what • 
you object, even if it is that we should have more • MY PUERTO RICO 
Futile issues. I must first clarify what I mean 
You will always remain. in my 
· heart. Thank you, Puerto Rico. 
Peter Hass 
graduate student 
Another reason to have the Futile issue is that by my Puerto Rico. I fell in love 
once, long, long ago, a man came to campus claiming with a puertoriquena, then la isla. 
that the University of Centr!il Florida w~s _a campus But ever since my first day there, 
with no humor and he had been told by aliens to my heart has been captivated by 
spread the humor word. · the spirit and soul of the generous, • SEXISM IN THE '90s 
Thi$ man began to go around telling old Johnny life-loving, beautiful puerto- Editor: 
- c~rson jokes. After a while, a group on campus formed riquena, I will always love her, as Commentator Melissa Stoker is 
against this-man and his crusade. His followers, HU- I will always love Puerto Rico. obviously trying to discredit 
MOR, Humorists Unified Mostly Of Rejects, became As I grew to know and love her, feminism by citing the possibility. 
aware of the growing disbelievers and tried to infiltrate I grew to love her people. I visited of nonsensical changes to the 
-the heretics. The infiltration proved to be unsuccessful, her island and began a love affair language such as "Ro WOMAN" in 
as everyone who went to the other side to spy, con- with it that would last for the rest her March 19 editorial 
verted. of my life. Though we are now- People who fear feminism are 
still has a long way to go. If Stoker 
believes things are fine the way 
they are, the least she can do is 
refrain from making the situatio~ 
worse. . 
Feminism is responsible for our 
right to vote, become educated and 
own property, all of which were 
won through a great struggle that 
is still being waged by people 
concerned about our future. Lame• 
attempts at humor at our expense 
are neither appreciated nor funny. 
" Cathie Fields 
linguistics HUMOR then tried. to ·convert members of admin- apart, I. long to be on la isla del always resorting to this tactic, even 
istration to its side. This was hard to do, as they couid encanto, the island. that has taken though no serious attempt has been 
not find a member of administration with a sense of such a hold on my heart. made to change words that were • ROLE PLAYING 
humor except those involved in fee waivers. When I arrived in San Juan, I not specifically male-oriented. · Editor: 
Thus HUMOR panic spread among the members immediately noticed the life - · The M-A-N ending in "Roman" This letter is in reference to 
and they staged a rally in support of all the starving people moved differently, the air 1s simply an accident of spelling; Josiah Baker's March 26 artiCie. 
comedians on campus, unfortunately the comedians smelled refreshing, exotic and the "m" was already in the root about role playing. 
were too hungry to put on a show, but the banners exciting. I felt very happy. word "Rome'~ and the spelling has While it is nice that Baker does 
were impressive. Now, I am living in Florida and nothing whatever to do with the not paint the typical negative 
After losing half of the loyal members, the group whenever I feel that similarly hot, sex of the people in the city. picture of role playing, he does in• 
went to a newspaper and offered large sums of money humid air, with that lingering Likewise, words like ''boycott" and the process leave out some 
if it would print a section that was humorous. The aroma of rain re.cently passed, I ''boysenberry" were named after important points. 
- editors of The Central Florida Future considered the am instantly reminded of my first people who had no control over the First of all, Dungeons and., 
offer (for about five minutes) and asked how much. encounter with Puerto Rico, and factthatthelettersB-0-Yappeared Dragons isnottheonlyroleplaying 
The offer was so futi_le that they decided to have the my heart aches. - in their names. game, by any means. There are 
issue. What impressed me the most On the other hand, "mailman," many different games out there 
The rest is history. was the people. People that lead an "policema," and "spokesman" relect rangingfrom futuristic to medieval• . 
So please· do not take the Futile issue seriously. extraordinary life, full of energy sexist values because they were tonavalbattles. Witheachofthese 
Any insults given to staff or students is notmeant to and zeal. I was enthralled by the coined when women were not games different "characteristics" 
insult, but rather to make light of a serious issue. warmth and VibrancY... of a proud, . expected- to hold positions in most are needed, not just the six he. 
Central Florida Future 
©1981 Tho Cent9 F~rida f UUJIO 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865 
Editor in Chief 
Jamie Carte 
Spanish people. A people whose professions. Resistance to changes listed. 
exterior beauty was second only to in these obsolete usages makes as Another issue is the advertise-
theirinner brilliance. A people that much sense as insisting that ment for Enterprise which the 
had survived and would suTvive. refrigerators continue to be called article came across as. Granted• 
I began to feel the pride of being "iceboxes." Enterprise is one of biggest stores 
Puerto Rican. It is true that I never Even the fallacy Stoker employs for role playing games in the area, 
felt the discrimination or hatred was named when women were not but there is a store right across the. 
that some puertoriquenos were expected to engage in serious street that supports UCF and 
forced to endll.re. It is true that I argumentation: the "straw man." deserves our business as well. 
Managing Editor Jennifer Offenb~rger t t dth d 
News Editor Joelle Subourne never as e epovertyor · espair Women are rendered invisible by Finally, he should have either 
that some puertoriquenos suffered. words that disregard our presence said how to play or why to play, not-' 
Sports Editor Roy Fuoco p t R' h I b uer o 1co, ear me now. eg an_ dour contributions. ._ both_. With the limited space 
Opinion Editor Jocelyn Jepson t t t 'd · you o pro ec your 1 entity, your As for keeping "MANkind J·ust available he should have kept to 
Confettl/C.01.fage Editor Steven M. Conner h 't B l ffi · h en age. Y examp e, you o er t ewayitis,"when women earn 69 one or the other. _ 
Copy EdltQr Melissa Stoker "A · ,, · · h y ... mericans new ms1g t. ou cents for every dollar men earn, On a last note: Baker is rj!!ht, 
Photo E((ltor Michael Pohl ~ 
Art Dl·r·e ....  ,,..r .:· present to us a unique example of when domestic violence is the people don't get satanic from role ~~.., Brian M. Wente surival and perseverance, of a 1 d' f d 
Productl~n-. ·M_.,anager LI d Wh't h d ea mg cause o eath among playing games. A person must be ""' oy 1 e ea strong un1'fy1'ng culture ·a· nd h · h __ ___,,___________________ women, w en a woman wit a pretty rnessed up to begin with to .. 
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· Superstars fought the law, but the law won 
"Hollywood Babylon: The story continues" 
Donnie Wahlberg, the 21-year-old singer with New 
Kids on the Block has joined the swelling ranks of 
superstars in trouble with the law. 
It seems macho Donnie set fire to his Seelbach 
Hotel room after having a fight with a girlfriend. The 
~-- penalty carries a 20-years-to-life sentence with it. 
(Don't expect cool Donnie to do a day of it.) 
Dana Plato, former star of "Different Strokes," 
joined her former co-star Todd Bridges in the cooler 
1) last week after she robbed a video store. Bridges, yo:i 
might remember, is also in jail on manslaughter 
charges stemming from a drug incident. 
"E.T." star Drew Barrymore continues to booze it _., 
up, after her much publicized autobiography about 
·her addictions, and Cory Feldman continues to battle 
a heroin addiction at age 18. -
'° Maybe the best medicine these confused young_ ac-
.. 
. ,. 
tors can take is a dose of reality. Instead. of giving 
them free publicity and 30 days of community ser-
. vice, give them six months of anonymity. 
Make them work at a job that pays minimum wage. 
A place where they must wear a name tag that reads: 
"Fry cook trainee." · , 
Give them use of a car, a 1972 green Dodge 
Charger. And a charge card for a wardrobe at K-
IN LIMBO 
Mart. Make them attend the local high school, Charles 
Manson High. Give them a little spending money, 
say $20 a week and send them on their way. 
Something tells me our little -DeNiros will wake 
up rather quickly from their fantasy lives and realize 
how the rest of America's teen-agers have to live and 
thank their lucky stars for having the opportunity to 
be in show biz. · _ 
· Secondly, is it just me, or do some of these washed 
up Hollywood types make out better after they've 
done something dirty? Let's f~ce it, Dana Plato's video 
heist was probably the best exposure she's had in 
years. Her post "Strokes" career has J:>een laughable 
at best. . 
But this robbery alone probably will boast her 
marketability in Tinsel-town again. Plato can now 
write a book ~out her ordeal ("Video store crook: _my 
shattered life"), sell it to television or the movies and 
make a bundle off it. 
You think Plato had to have made a little money 
while acting before, right? Where is it now? 
· What about Mr. New Kid Donnie Wahlberg? Is 
he such a "rebel" that- he-· cannot obey fire codes in 
·hotel rooms? The only thing rm sorry about is that 
Wahlberg himself was not the object on fire. (Now 
that would have been newsworthy.) · 
Most Americans will never experience the flatter-
J 
WEU.. THANKS AGAIN FOR 
1HE" TOUR I MR. HOFFA. 
SO LONG, .loE. 00) AND 
REMEMBER, lf A~YBa>Y DAMN... I F0~60T TO 
ASK HIM WHE~ Tl-HS 
'THlNCi E"NDS ur:-. OHWg~--ASP\S you .•. 
ing lifestyle of a Hollywood big shot. For that, they 
c~ be thankful. Just because movie stars seem to 
have elevated status among the rest of the population 
does not mean they are perfect. 
Whilefilming"Days ofThunder," actor Tom Cruis~ 
rented a house near my father's in Daytona Beach. 
One morning, as I was jogging around the neighbor-
hood, I noticed a guy running toward me. 
. You guessed it, it was the Cruiser hiJllself. Being 
the humanitarian I am, I said hello. Cruise turned 
and grunted back a noise that was either "hello" or 
"die scumbag." 
Was I mad? Heck no. I still liked the guy as an 
actor, but I learned something valuable that morn-
ing. Tom Cruise, the cool, studly movie star, is really, 
rea1ly short. 
Remember, stars may appear "larger than life," 
but that's because they have to stand on our shoulders 
(and movie receipts) to get there . 
A. S. Whitten 
The .-eal point of Scienc~ Fairs, ants vs. aunts 
It's getting late on a school night, rm not letting my son 
go to bed yet, because there's serious work to be done. 
"Robert!" rm saying, in a firm voice. "Come to the 
kitchen right now and }?low-dry the ant!" 
We have a large ant, about the size of a mature raccoon, 
standing on our kitchen counter. In fact it LOOKS kind of 
like a raccoon, or possibly even a mutant lobster. We made 
the ant ou:t of papier-mache, a substance you create by_ 
mixing flour and water and newspapers together into a 
slimy goop that drips down and gets licked up by your dogs, 
who operate ori the wise survival principle that you should 
' immediately eat everything that falls onto the kitchen 
floor, because ifit turns out not to be food, you can always 
throw it up later. 
The ant, needless to say, is part ofa Science Fair project. 
We need a big ant to illustrate an important scientific 
concept, the same concept that is illustrated by ALL 
Science Fair projects, namely: ''L-Ook! I did a Science Fair 
project!" -
(Iknowhowwecan solveournationalcrisisineducational 
fun~g: Whenever the schools needed money, they could 
send a letter to all parents, saying: "Give us a contribution 
right now, or we're going to hold a Science Fair." They'd 
raise billions.) 
Our Science Fair project is due tomorrow, but the ant is 
still wet, so we're using a hajr dryer on it. Science Fair 
judges HATE a wet ant Another problem is that our antis 
startingto sag, both in the front( or, in entomological terms, 
the "prognosis") and in the rear (or "butt"). It doesn't look 
like one of those alert, businesslike, "can-do" ants that you 
see striding briskly around. It looks depressed, like an ant 
that has been informed that all 86,932 members of its 
immediatefamilywerecrushed whiletryingto lifta Tootsie 
Roll. 
While Robert is drying the ant, I get a flashlight and go 
outside to examine the experiment portion of our project, 
which is titled, "Ants And Junk Food." On our back fence 
I<> :991 Tribune Medi• Servi ces , Inc. 
All Rlghl.s Reserved • 
we put up. a banner that says, in eight-inch-high letters, 
''WELCOME ANTS." Under this is a piece of cardboard 
with the following snack substances scientifically arranged 
on it: potat.o ~hips, a spicy beef stick, a donut, a -Snickers.-
candy bar, chocolate-filled cookies, Cheez doodles, Cocoa 
· Krispies and Screaming Yellow Zonkers. If you were to eat 
this entire experiment, you would tum into a giant piinple 
and explode. 
We figured this experiment would attract ants from as 
far away as Indonesia, and we'd note which junk foods they 
preferred, and this would prove our basic scientific point 
(''Look! I did a Science Fair project!"). Of course you veteran 
parents-know what actually happened: The ants didn't 
show up. Nature ha6 a strict rule against cooperating with 
Science Fair projects. This is why, when you go t.o the 
Science Fair,yousee 200projectsdesignedto sho~youhow 
an electrical circuit works, and not one of them can actually 
make the little bulb light up. If you had a project that was 
supposed to demonstrate the law of gravity using heavy 
lead weights, they would fall UP. So when the ants saw our 
banner, they said:" Ah-bah! AScienceFairproject!Timefor 
us oo actin a totally unnatural manner and stay awayfrom 
the food!" 
The irony is, I knew where some ants were: In my office. 
They live in one of the electrical outlets. I see them going in 
there all day long. I think maybe they're eating electrons, 
which makes me nervous. I seriously considered capturing 
one of the office ants and carrying it out t.o the science 
experiment, and if necessary giving it broad hints about 
what t.o do (''Yum! Snickers!''). But I was concerned that if 
I did this, the ants might become Clependent on me, and 
every time they got hungry they'd crawl onto my desk and 
threaten-to give me electrical stings ifI didn't carry them to 
a snack 
Fortunately, some real outdoor ants finally discovered 
our experiment, and we were able to observe their behavior 
at close range. I had been led to believe, by countless public-
television nature shows, that ants are very organized, with 
the colony divided into specialized jobs such as drones, 
workers, fighters, bakers; consultants, etc., all working 
together with high-efficiency precision. But the aats that 
showed up at our experiment were total morons. You'd 
watch one, and it would sprint up to a Cocoa Krispie, then 
stop sudde!Ly, as if saying: "Yikes! Compared with me, this 
Cocoa Krispie is the size of a Buick!" Then it would sprint 
off in a random direction. Sometimes it would sprint back; 
sometimes it would sprint to anotherCocoaKrispie andact 
surprised again. But it never seemed to DO anything. 
There were thousands of antsbehavingthis way, and every 
single time two of them met, they'd stop and exchange 
"high-fives" with their antennas, along with, I asswne, · 
some kind of ant pleasantries ("Hi Bob!" "No, rm Bill!" 
"Sorry! You look just like Bob!"). This was repeated 
· MILLIONSOFTIMES. lwat.ched these ants for two days, 
and they accomplished NarHING. It was exactly like 
highway construction. It wouldn't have surprised me if 
some ants started waving orange flags to direct other 
insects around the area 
But at least there were ants, which meant we could do 
our project and get our results. f d tell you what they were, 
but I really think you should do your own work That's the 
whole point-ofa Science Fair, as I keep telling my son, who 
has gone to bed, leaving me to finish blow-drying the ant 
·, . 
Delta Tau Delta 
***WANTED*** 
Motorcycle with flat tires, 
No helmet necessary! 
Full gas tank a must... 
Contact Faoud or Bob ... 
***DELT DRIVING SCHOOL*** 
Learn1he fine acts of speeding, 4-wheeling in 
domestic, family cars, and avoiding tickets 
from backwater hick, no teeth, just like in 
Deleverance, county sheritts. Check or 
money order $29.95 payable !o David S.!!! 
Community service night 2 nigl1t ask Artie 
As far as Greek Week goes-
Front to the back, 
Back to the side, 
Side to the bottom, 
Yeah! We got emll 
We got the power!!! 
DAMN PROUD TO BE DEL TS! 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
TEKES DOMINATE SOFTBALL-Just ask 
PIKES, rAE, & DC Rich C. get·off the raids. 
Body by FOB. Steve, SHE WAS THIN??! 
Waller, bill is in the mail for damages. Nice 
catch Dave snapperhead. Red Rum crew-it's 
almost over! THANKS girls for keeping score. 
Scott K.-cork that butt! Fat chicks need love 
too. TEKE WEEK-TEKE. WEEK-TEKE 
WEEK-The tradition continues!! 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
Thank you Dan Galloway. Pledges- can'twait 
to see the paddle. Be ready to r:>arty Sat. night. 
Angie and Don - Home Sweet Home!!I 
Phi Dena Theta 
Good luck to all Greeks in the upcoming 
events. Give it all you got Phi Delt. Superior 
attitude will pay off! .Look out for Woody Thur. 
Knight! Make everything .... !! 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Hope everyone had a great Easter. Thanks to 
everyone who came to our Simpson's party. 
Thanks to all the ladies who came to our 
chapter dinner. Greek Week is here! Great 
job guys with the dance marathon. Go give 
blood today. Check out the comedian tonight. 
Get ready for the games on Wed. Don't forget 
composite pictures will be taken Wed. 
Acacia 
CONGRATULATIONS to our Acacia Tennes-
see chapter-for pledging 60 of the best men on · 
campus. Acacia floor hockey-undefeated-
kiGking butt and taking names. Excellent job 
team. Hose and Stickman, come back with a 
lot of loot from Iowa State. Great job painting 
the circle-although pink and green isn't what 
I had in mind. Happy 21st To.dd. Watch out 
brothers Rainman is on the juice. Good luck to 
all Greeks 1n Greek Week. Acacia starting a 
new tr.adition-Greek Week '91 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Keep up the enthusiasm this week. Greek 
Sing will be unforgettable on Thur so be there! 
Sat is our long-awaited BULLFROG PARTY! 
All ladies get ready to give up your FLIES! 
Ple<;lges-did you enjoy the FOOD last week? 
We weren't trying to take your car officer. 
Support our floor hockey and softball teams. 
Atilla the Ax Murderer wants your Dues I E's R 
IT! . 
Delta Sigma Pi . 
Work on those books pledges-one more day 
to finish ... Make sure you clear Friday and 
Saturday. Easter in the .Park was a blast-
Thank you Easter Bunny. 
Pi K!'lppa Alpha 
TIKA Hopes everyone· had a nice Easter Holi-
day. "STEEL YOUR FACE" party Sat. Nite!I 
Fireman's Ball April 13th;Bring·your hoses!! 
Pike weekend coming soon. See Darryl 
Fales. Remember iJ you can't come, it's a 
. personal problem. Happy Birthday to Ted 
Knight! Thanks for the hoops Darryl and Bill 
A.I! Blood drive Mon-Wed., on the green. 
Pikes Rulel! 
A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. Bldg. 
rm 140 Happy.Joyous and Free 
Bab bing, Bab boom Things are happenin' at 
BCMI We'vegotyourKnightlight(Thurs7pm 
SOL) and five, yes five- Bible studies (Tues & 
Wed@ 12 & 1 and Tues@10, SOL)! 
Mi'd-week worship, all ar.e welcome, Epis-
copal Campus Ministry, Wed. noon, rm 211, 
Student Ctr. Praying for Peace, Justice, -Dr. 
Ashmun Brown 
Two M!F NS to share 3brf2b house 2 min from 
UCF. Wash/Dryer cable·$250+ 113 util Call 
Russ 249-1198 
1 or 2 M to share 2bd/2ba in Cambriage Circle 
$200+util. 365-1718/Steve 
NS/Female to share 2br/2bath condo fully 
furnished no pets $275 + 1/2 elect & phone 
366-3615 Andrea 
M!F to share apartment across street from 
UCF, own room/bath.-Only $153/mo + 1/3 utl 
+ dep. Call Steve or Tim at 282-0389 
AVAILABLE 4/30-CALL NOW! MIF non-
smoker share 212 w/couple. W/D, cable, 
sports', etc. $250 + 1/3 utilities. 3 miles to UCF 
NO CATS!! 281-7627 
Roommate Wanted to share a spacious 2 
Bdrm/2 Bathrm Apt. directly across from UCF. 
Will have own bdrm/bathrm $175 + 1/3 util. 
Please call 658-9928. 
19 year old female needs new apartment and 
roommate. Call and make offer 823-9008 
Need 3rd roommate to share 3/2 place FINS 
$100 deposit+ $190 + 1/3 utilities Sussex 
Place Alafaya/50 275-9842 
2F NS to share a house 8 min from UCF 
Furnished bdr washer/dryer, pool, garage, tv. 
$240 + 1/3 util. 365-6358 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 available for immediate 
occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-
1967 
Large 212 w/priyate balcony or patio, large 
kitchen walking distance to UCF Please ask 
about our move-in special 282-5657 
Cambridge Circle 2Bdrm 2 1/2 bath W/D 
microwave 2 floors walking distance to UCF 
Available April 1st $465fmo Call 380-3212 
leave message 
The Woodlands features AFFORDABLE 
apartment homes w/ 3 pools, 2-ltd tennis/ 
racquetball courts, volleyball & exercise trail 
We offer 1, 2, & 3 bdrm plans w/ extras like 
microwaves, LARGE screened-in patios, w/ 
outside storage & huge bathrooms. Come by 
today! Located 1 mile south of Colonial on 
Chickasaw Trail-Call us at 658-6522 
1/2 Duplex-UCF area. 2 bdrm/2 bath all appli-
ances included. For sale by owner. $58,500 
Call (407)269-0391 or (407) 282-4487 
For Sale Computer desk w/chair $50, Bar 
Stools $10, King size waterbed $150 OBO Call 
Cory 678-9297 
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING 
The ring that's cast from "deep-dimension" 
dies for the best quality of detail. .Jostens! 
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic 
in the University Shoppes 
2 Prom Gowns 1st purple sequins $100 obo 
2nd full size powder blue with hoop $150 Both 
altered to 26" waist can be let out. Includes 6 
1/2 shoe & purse dyed to match. Missy 275-
9842 
Protect yourself against violence with key-
chain protection spray. Send $19.95 + $1.50 
P+H to Land &Sea P.O. Box6791380rlando, 
FL 32867 
Is ittrue ... jeeps for $44 through the U.S. Gov•t? 
Call for factsl 504-649-5745 ext. s-2568 
'86 Chrysler Laser Limited Ed. low mi paint & 
carexcl condwhitewith burgandy int5 spmust 
see 677-6471 
1980 Toyota Tercel cold air am fm $995 679-
1103 
1971 VW Bug auto looks & runs excellent$995 
679-1103 -
1984 Ford Exp clean, good transportation 
$2,200 OBO 677-1945 
1979 VW C'amper auto sink frig table & more 
low mi $2800 678-764 7 
Z28 Camara, '85eng, '82body, ps, pb, tilt 
wheel, (eng + trans- new) looks and runs great 
must sell $2700, 282-5209 
FREE Conquest Tsi '87 with the purchase of 
one set of keys. A/C stereo cassette, equal-
izer, sunroof, ABS Keys for $7950 morningf 
night 382-5093 
'90 conv Must GT. excellent condition 365-
6358 or 380-7850 · 
Home Typist, PC users needed. 
$35,000 potential. :oetails. 
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628 
campus. Flexible hours. Only 10 positions 
available. Call now 1-800-950-8472 ext.20 
Lifeguard & swim instructors, camp counsel-
ors & event coordinator $4.50-$6.00/hour 
Apply now to Oviedo Recreation Dept. 366-
7000 Ext660 
Summer Work $480 week ave. 
3 hours college cre<lit. 
Career Placement Jpon Graduation 
PRE-Qualificatjons: 1 )N.eed to save big for fall 
. term 2)Must have summer free 3)Desire an 
edge upon graduation 
Leave: t'Jame, major, phone number for inter-
view invite Call 382-2900 
Homes needed for 100 German students for 2 
to 6 weeks you choose student. Call Kara 629-
6154 for more information 
Cash: for old wooden fishing lures and quality 
reels 823-5072, 290-2542 
NEED A RESUME? Call Resume House at 
(904) 371-6769 
TAXES-I come to you. 327-9253 Ask for 
Glenn. evenings and weekends 
YOUR UCF COLLEi:GE RING 
From thi:i company that offers the TriGold 
beauty of Black Hills Gold. Jostens! There is 
a difference; look for it! It's Academic in the 
University Shoppes 
Be a better pool and billiards player. Learn to 
play 8-ball. 9-ball,straight pool, etc ... Call 381-
3073 for appointment Amateurs only 
RESUMES-Typeset only $14/pg. FREE 
grammar/spell check. Fast service 2 mi from 
UCF Fax or phone Characters Typesetting at 
657:8830 
Looking for a Shaklee Distributor in the UCF 
area? Interested in top quality health related 
nutritional, personal care, & household prod-
ucts that are environmentally safe and will 
save you $$$, Call Michele at 249-0167. 
Discover SHAKLEE todayl 
WP.EDITING: $1.2S & UP. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277·9600 
Word Proc!Typing by professional. Reports, 
resumes, transcription editing accuracy p~ra­
mount Call 295-8457 
Lost black leather jacket. Left in HPB 306 
Sunday 3/16 658-1948 Eric 
LOST: Sharp electronic organizer ' 
(black, model ZQ-2000) 
@Wild Pizza CEBA2, or mall parking 
call Rob 679-6210 
It was a gift. 
Need help in French? 851-7568 Nadia 
Need help in French? Call Helene Native 
Speaker 282-7428. Good Prices 
LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course 
Open Enrollment High Scores 
T aughJ by testing specialists 
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 
HENRY BRIGGS ACADEMIC ACHIEVE-
MENT AWARD, 3.0 GPA required. For appli-
cation, send name and address to: Henry 
Briggs Award, Suite 117, 2673 Broadway, 
New York, NY 10025 
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING 
From the company that offers FREE fraternity 
stone crests. Jostens! There is a difference; 
look for it! It's Academic in the University 
Shoppes 
Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you 
always wanted to know about majoring in 
industrial engineering but were afraid to askl 
Call him for info at 823-2204 
AMERICA NEEDS INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEER to improve quality of products & 
services, expand manufacturing capabilities 
and increase productivity of our workforce. 
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE . CallNisit 
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info. 
" 
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 2-
6AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715 
Student documents and resumes. Same 
day service available. IBM/AT, Word 
Perfect 5.0 
Happy 23rd Rocky! I can't wait to celebrate. I · ·te 
love you very. much! POOPSIE 
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble prod-
ucts at home. Call for information 504-641-
8003 Ext.2568 
Canvassers for unique patio, driveway and 
interior flooring product. Samples and litera-
ture provided. High commission Saturdays 
only 679-1330 
Apt setters Flex. Hrs. Top $$ 382-2259 
WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS 
Earn up to $10/hf. Market credit cards on 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal 
sect. $1.00fpg. 366-4045 
Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890 
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs 
THE WRITE STUFF Professional Typing 
Papers, Graphs, charts, resumes, very rea-
sonable rates, 297-3545 · 
.. 
Hey New Hawaiian Tropic Girl! Join me for a 
Larry's ice cream or sub at Kirkman Oaks? 
Chris 661-6211 
A man and his puppet? For sure! Hey Barbie, 
I hearthis Jeff Dunham & Peanut is the hottest 
act this year! You know I love good ventrilo-
quism! Meet me 9pm in the SCA tonight! Brett 
FREE ads for female college students for a 
connection hotline to meet opposite sex. Must 
send in name, phone#, age signature. piver-
sified marketing P.O. Box 182213 Cas-
selbury, FL 32718 . 
.We helped 
·Walt make .a 
name for 
himself. 
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a 
lot of determination, and a little boost from us. Vfa}~,is 
making his mark as a succesdui fina.i1ciai.consuitant. 
Give the power to ovei"corre. Give to Easter Seals. 
CARWI OPPOll1\llfT1ES flG.13 
2:15~:1s.6:15-8 :15-10:15 
TEENAGE lll1T AHr NINJA TURll.ES 2 PG 
1-2·3-<l·!>-&-Hl-9·10' 
SHIPWRECKED PG 1 :45-3:45 
HOIE ALONE PG 2:~:211-7 : 15-9:30' 
OANCESWITHWOLYESPG13 1:30-5-8:~5 
KflG ~PG· 2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15 
CLASS ACTION A 2:30-5DIH:30-10:00 
PERFECT WEAPON R 2.:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10115' 
CAREER OPPPORl\JlfllES f'G.13 
2:1>4:15-6:15-8:1!>-10:15 
TEENAGE MUTANT NtlJA TURn.ES 2 PG• 
2-4-6-8·10 
SLEEPtlG WITH THE ENEMY.ff 
2.20·4:45·7:30·9:411" . 
SILENCE OF THE LAMBS A 
2115-4;40-7:15-9:45 
e Central 'Frori.da 'Future April 2, 19~lf · ~10 
Three skiers from UCF's 
.&. 1 • IFLOOK9 COULD K1U R 5:45-8-10 
THE HARDWAY R 2:10-A:30·7:00-i:30 
THE DOORS R 2:30-9:30 
IF LOOKS COULD Kill R 555-8110-10:00' 
PERFECT WEAPON R '5:30·7:30 
water-ski team are 
participating in the The 
Sunshine-Sate Classic VIII 
Michelob Dry Water Ski 
Tournament April 13-14 at 
Barnett Park. , 
·I 
· 1 
THE HARDWAY R 2:1jµ:30·7:004:30 
TODAY IS SUPER TUESOA Y $
3 ... :: ./ ALL SEATS .i~CEP1"PAARKED'" • 
8444 International Drive 
FRIDAY, APRIL26, 1991 
SHOWS 7 & 10 pm 
TICKETS $20.00 & $27.00 
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· . ~T(,1 ~GE 
DlS~~~~c£· fAARl<£TP._.. 
John Swanson, Pat Shull 
and Ken Autore will represent 
UCFin the tournament, which 
starts at noon Saturday and at 
1 p.m. Sunday. 
-Tickets will be on sale on 
the Green for $6 and at the 
tour gate for $8. 
Calr Doug Ross at 366-
. 7318 for more information. 
If you think drugs cost a lot 
now, wait until after college. 
They could cost you a career. 
Last year alone, America's 
businesses lost more than $60 
billion to drugs. So this year, 
most of the Fortune 500 will be 
administering drug tests. 
Failing the test means you won't 
be considered for employment. 
And that's one hell of a price 
to pay. 
WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS. 
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Volleyball team gets new coach 
by Jay Rutenkroger UCF, the Lady Knights posted 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE a 56-6 season record and fin-
ished fourth in the AfA W 
Laura Smith was named the championship. The Lady 
new women's volleyball coach Kuights won the AI.AW cham-
for UCF. Like her predecessor, pionship in 1978 sporting a-
Dee Dee McClemmon, Smith is perfect 55-0 record along the 
also a former Lady_ Knights way. 
player. In both 1977 and 1978, 
Smith played for UCF dur- Smith made the first team 
ing the 1977-79 seasons. Dur- AI.AW All-American volleyball 
ing those years, Smith was a teams. 
maj'Jr contributor to a very Although McClemmon post-
successful program. ed a 59-51 record in three sea-
Smith's playing days oc.- sons at UCF, 1988-90, she de-
cuned before the NCAA regu- cided to leave to work for 
lated women's athleticE. UCFs United Parcel Service. 
women's athletics ' programs McClemmon's most success-
held membership in •the Asso- ful season was the 1989 season, 
ciacion of Intercollegiate Ath- when the Lady Knights posted 
letics for Women. a 26-14 record and narrowly 
In Smith's first season at . missed winning the New South 
Women's Athletic Conference 
championship. 
Smith is excited about com-
petition in the American South 
Conference. 
"That [the conference] is one 
of the reasons I took the job," 
Smith said. "I am a competitor 
and I like to win champion-
ships." 
Vol1eyball is a major part of 
Smith's life. In addition to her 
duties as UCF's head coach, 
Smith still plays some profes--
sional volleyball and also runs 
a training center, Sunshine 
Central, in Orlando. 
On her goals as coach, Smith 
said, "I want to return this 
program to the kind of success 
and enthusiasm that was 
around when I p1ayed.'' 
Journalism Majors 
• Get Great Clips 
•Make Money 
• Improve Your Reporting Skills. 
The Central Florida Future is now taking applications _lor 
reporters. U you have had writing experience and are interested 
in working as a reporter, please contact Managing Editor 
Jennifer Ollenburger at 823 .. 2865, or come by our office and fill 
out a., application today. This could be the move of your life! 
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SPRING 
FROM PAGE 16 
redshirted last year or who 
wele backups. 
Areas receiving much atten-
tion are the offensive line, 
where only starting right tack-
le Alex Goforth returns, and the 
defensive · cornerbacks. The 
progress has been different at 
the two positions with the of-
fensive line coming together 
better than cornerback. 
'~'d say the guy that sur-
prised me the most is Gordon _ 
King," McDowell said. "He's 
b~.er than I expected." 
T!ther offensive linemen in-
clude a pair of players red-
shirted last year, Buster Mills 
(6-feet, 258 pounds) and Vernon 
Goodwin (6-4, 278). Mills, a 
redshirt sophomore, played two 
years ago as a freshman, and 
Go~dwin is a junior college 
transfer from Taft Community 
College (California). 
4fter Saturday's scrimmage, 
McDowell said he was im-
pressed with the way the line 
handled the defensive line, 
wh~h McDowell expects to be 
one of the team's strengths this 
fall. Greg Jefferson is expected 
to 4e an impact player ori the 
defensive line. 
Despite losing Shawn Jef-
ferson and Beckton, McDowell 
sai~' newcomers like David 
Rhodes and Brian Crutcher 
have the talent to be big con-
tril:ptors. 
In fact, McDowell said he 
fought the urge last year of 
playing Rhodes, who was red-
shirted. 
"David Rhodes will be the 
best wide receiver to ever play 
'he~ - easily," McDowell said. 
.. 
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Linebacker Rick Hamilton, who ":Vas UCF's leading tackler.last season as a sophomore, goes through 
drills Monday morning duri!!_g spring practice. 
"He's easily the best wide re-
ceiver we've ever had." 
Other players who have 
shown promise of being impact 
players are defensive end Greg 
Jefferson, linebacker David 
Long, quarterback Darrin Hin-. 
shaw and running .back Charles 
Anderson. 
Another position offering 
strong competition is quarter-
back. Although Ron Johnson is 
the· incumbent, Hinshaw and 
Travis Peeples are in a spirited 
battle for the backup role. 
As an incumbent senior , the runningback position 
·starter, Johnson is not partici- should not be a problem. 
pating in spring drills. Mc- Willie English, who gained 
Dowell said someone will have over 700 yards, will step into 
to beat out Johnson (a tie will .the starting job backed up by 
give the nod to Johnson) and Patrick Stewart. Anderson 
added that Peeples and Hin- showed he can be a contributor 
shaw are about equal. · as he made a couple ofbigruns, 
The one position that re- including a 50-yard touchdown 
mains a concern to McDowell run. 
is cornerback. The Knights will play a 
"We don't have what we scrimmage at 8:45 a.m. Satur-
need there yet," McDowell said. day. The UCF Alumni Game 
Despite the loss of Giacone, will be played at 6 p.m. a week 
Saturday's scrimmage showed later. 
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HUMMEL 
FROM PAGE 16 
15 
Hummel then started playing 
second but eventually moved to 
short later in the season. 
Although he missed some 
games with an injury, he played 
in 41 games and started 1n 36. 
This season, Hummel bat-
tled Gregg Castaldo and Carlos 
Mendoza to take the starting 
role at short. 
Hummel, who continues to 
see action at shortstop, has 
been playing well defensively 
but has been struggling at the 
plate. Yet he still maintains a 
.273 batting average. 
In the game against the 
Wagner College Seahawks, 
Hummel went l-for-5. 
· "I just think it's a slump," 
Hummel said. "I feel good and 
I think that any time now I'm 
going to break out of it." 
The difference Hummel has 
found in playing behind the plate 
is his control over the game. 
"I prefer to call my own 
game, or me and the pitcher to 
call the game/' Hummel said. 
UCF pitching Coach Mike 
Maack allows some of the pitch-
ers t.o call their own pitches .if 
th~y are not struggling. 
Right now Hummel is hap-
py to get the playing time, even 
if it is behind the plate. And 
with Hummel's skills, he's sure 
to play - wherever he's needed. 
Baseball Notes: UCF re-
turns home after a three-game 
road trip to play Siena in a 
doubleheader Thursday. After 
a game against Bethune-Cook-
man on Friday, the Knights 
play host to conference-rival 
SW Louisiana in a three-game 
series Saturday and Sunday. 
N 
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Sports . 
Spring .shows UCF'S talent runs deep 
by Roy Fuoco 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Their names will forever live jn UCF 
football lore: Sean Beckton (wide re-
ceiver extraordinaire), Mark Giacone 
(all-time leading rusher), Shawn Jef-
ferson (NFL-bound?) and Craig Mars-
den (four-year anchor of the offensive 
line). 
They are just four of the mne offen-
sive starters UCF will have to replace 
from last year's playoff semifinal team. 
· But if UCF Coach Gene McDowell's 
spring assessment is accurate, their loss 
won't be felt for long on the team. 
"Everybody wants to talk about the 
guys we lost," McDowell said. "Let's talk 
about the guys coming in [whom] no-
body even heard. about. The guys we 
lost don't have the ~xperience, but 
they're better players, most of them." 
After just over a week of spring 
practice, McDowell points to an array 
_ of players who can step into the vacant 
starting roles - players who were either 





by D. Scott Hoilman 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Chip Hummel, an integral part of 
the Knights' infield, has made his pres-
ence felt in yet another position - be-
hind the plate. 
Less than half way through the sea-
son, catcher Glen Richardi was injured. 
He will be unable to play for an inde-
terminate time. · 
Hummel, who played catcher in high 
school, took over and is now platooning 
with Damian Torino as the Knjghts' 
starting catcher. 
"!'tried to stay out from behind the 
plate for as long as possible to save my 
knees," -Hummel said. "Eventually, I 
knew that someday I'd be back there." 
UCF Coach Jay Bergman said Hum-
mel is the Knights' best catcher defen-
sively. And by having Hummel catch, 
he can keep both his and Gregg Cast-
laldo's bats in the lineup. 
J1m t-ergusontt;l::N I HAL FLURIDA Fu 1 UHE 
Coach Gene McDowell said David Rhodes will be 
UCF's best-ever wide receiver. Rhodes and Brian 
Crutcher are redshirtfreshman in line to replace SE1an 
Bekton and Shawn Jefferson. _ 
·uTPA sweeps 
UCF in 3 game!; 
'Staff Repon 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF baseball team's . first road trip ill the 
American South Conference was one it would rather 
forget. The University of Texas-Pan American swept 
the Knights in three consecutive games, including a 9-
8 triumph Sunday in Edinburg, Texas. 
The series opened with a doubleheader Saturday. 
UTPA won both games by a score of 5-4. In the second 
game, the Broncs scored two runs in the bottom of t~e 
ninth inning off reliever Brian Huie (3-2) to steal t'ne 
victory. 
UCF scored a run in each of the second, third and 
fourth innings to take a 3-0 lead. The Broncs tied ~e 
score with three runs in the bottom of the fifth inning. 
The Knights, who rapped out 13 hits, went up 4-3 with 
a run in the seventh. ;. 
Ernest and Eric Martinez led UCFs attack, each 
going 3-for-5. 
In the first game, UTPA took a 4-0 lead and held off 
UCF's late rally. D0wn 5-3, UCF scored a run in the • 
ninth but c<mld not catch the Broncs. ~ 
Sunday's finale was a wild one as the two teams 
combined for 10 runs in the second inning. UCF scored 
four runs to lead off the inning to take a 4-1 lead. · 
The Broncs scored six in their half of the second to 
take a 7 -4 lead for good. 
One of the few bright spots for the Knights was t.-he 
performance of Mottola. He extended his hitting streak 
to 16. 
Last year, Hummel carrie to UCF ex-
pecting to play third base. Unfortu-
nately, he found the position filled by 
Ernest Martinez, who became one of 
UCFs leading hitters. 
see HUMMEL page 15 
Chip Hummel, who· bats over .270, is called UC F's best defensive 
catcher by Coach Jay Bergman. 
He is three games shy of the school record, held by 
Mike Josephina and Jose Soto. Josephina tied the 
record two years ago as a freshman. ' 
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA ~UTURE 
Jan Fosso, here practicing the long jump, ran UC F's fastest leg (52 
seconds) in the 4x400 relay in the University of Florida Re_lays. 
-UCF improves slightly_ in UF Relays 
by Gregory Eyma 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF track and field 
team participat~d in its 
third meetin the University 
of Florida Relays on 
Thursday and Friday in 
Gainesville. 
Attracting schools from 
across the country, the Relays 
proved to be one of the largest 
meets in the state. · 
In the 100-meter dash, 
UCF sprinter Ray Irvin ran 
into a strong head wind to 
take third in his heat with 
10.8 seconds. He returned 
later that day to anchor the 
Knights' 4:xl 00-meter relay 
to a fourth-place finish in 
42.8 seconds. 
In the women's sprint 
relay, UCF sophomore 
Heather Lee held her own 
against a fast field. However, 
. "Our men's 4x400 
relay was good. The 
time improved by 
two seconds ... " 
·Francisco Castro 
UCF track coach 
a series ofbad baton handoffs as 
well as the absence of sprinter 
Shari McLeod produced the slow 
finishing time of 53.2 seconds. 
"Our men's 4xl 00-meter 
relay was good," UCF track 
Coach Francisco Castro smd. 
"The time improved by two 
seconds from last time. We may 
have to make some changes jn 
[the] relay's running order to 
bring the time down a bit 
further." 
In the i' 500-meter rtf.n, 
fr~shmanPeter Fournierfought · 
gusty winds down the home 
stretch lap after lap to a stroy.g · 
showing of 4:18. 
Senior distance runner 
Angelo Bonarrigo and teammate 
Joe Dabate, a freshman, ran l'1le 
5,000-meter Thursday night. 
Their times were 16:46 and 
16:35, respectively. Th*.Y 
improved slightly on their 
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We found· madman Saddam here at UCF! . 
by Neke Kontec 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTl~E 
A document was released 
from the Pentagon today that 
leaked the whereabouts oflraq 
strongman Saddam Hussein. 
The document named several 
sites around the . campus bor-
ders of the University of Cen-
tral Florida in Orlando. 
'We believe that Mr. Hussein 
is being sheltered by pro-Iraq 
loY.alists working within. the _ 
university's ruling board," CIA 
specialist Thomas Mark said 
Mark said that intelligence 
sources, posing as campus 
maintenance_ workers, have 
photographed a man they be-
lieve to be Hussein lurking 
. around the col-lege campus. 
(SEE PHOTOS.) 
· Hussein was allegedly spot-
ted eating a chili dog outside 
an on-campus eatery called 
Great Mistakes. 
Sources say Hussein- was 
photographing Hussein is one 
thing, but actually apprehend-
ing him is another matter. 
"As soon as Hussein is spot-
ted, he slips away into his se-
cret bunker,'.' Mark said. · 
On campus, students have 
not only suspected Saddam was 
here, but in some cases, they've · 
seen .him. 
"I saw him. He was playing 
Frisbee on the Green last 
week," computer major Nobie 
J(jgnj said. "I_ th_o_ught he. was 
.kind of suspicious when · he 
didn'.t take his gun holster off." 
"He was at the Big Man on 
Campus competition," said 
junior Kelly Labote. "He was 
_ wearing a 'Surf Naked' T-shirt, 
camouflage pants and a gnarly 
beret," she added . 
Frog Prince /CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE. 
then joined by three high 
ranking UCF administrators 
~--..-.-H.Jr about an hour. "We think 
"I met him, he's really a cool 
dude," art major Skev Bonner 
said ·Bonner met Hussein at an 
XTO party last weekend. "He was 
a party dude," Bonner said. "He 
ate 12 goldfish, chugged four 
beers and picked up two Bet.as." 
As of this week, UCF Police 
Chief Harry Ball said his staff 
knew nothing of the story. 
"What? Hussein here? I didn't 
know. Who told you? CIA? 
Saddam Hussein helps Student Government president-elect Chasen DiBone celebrate his victory. 
Hussein helped Di Bone put signs on campus and campaigned for him. , 
we are pretty close to getting 
our man," Mark added. 
But CIA officials admit that 
What's that? We're busy work-
ing on the parking problem, we 
don't have time -for these little 
issues. There are .parking tick-
ets to be written," Ball added. 
Those of you who can sup-
ply more information are asked 
to contact CIA coordinator 
Yosiah Raker at 823-4358. 
Upchuck Moron/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
WOULD YOU PICK HIM UP? 
UCF administrators have raised the campus speed limn to 65 mph. They said it will 
help alleviate traffic, and students will be able to find parking spots faster. 
Engineers Can take summer. 
off whi.le lceKnights skate on 
by T. F. Stonehands ~ights live at the local Village Inn, at 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE - a cost of $86,709,120. With the new 
---------~---- cash, the team will be moved to the 
Statewide budget cuts have cost the Goose Resort at Wilt Dippy World. 
engineering department all its summer Pathetic Director Mean Genie 
class offerings. MacOwl defended the diversion. 
Reliable sources say the "Hoo, we need the money," he said. 
$4,072,820,301 saved by cutting engi- "The Fabulous IceKnights' nearest 
ne~tjng classes will be diverted to the road game was in Sioux Falls [South 
Pathetic Department to pay for uni- Dakota]," His Owlishness said. · 
forms and housing for the IceKnights MacOwl said the Pathetic Depart-
hockey team, which won the national 
title Saturday. Currently the Ice- see COLD CUTS page 3 
Police to ·dead· students: 
Geez, we're real sorry! 
by Noel Sunburn 
and Swiss Miss 
SNOOZ EDITOR/SLOPPIE EDITER 
350 UCF students died in a bomb 
explosion in the We11Qess and Stupid, 
Useless Science Auditorium on Tues-
day after ignoring a bomb .threat, and 
834 studying students died when a 
bomb exploded in the 1ibrary. 
The 350 students were sleeping 
through a two-hour biology class. The 
professor woke them up and told them 
about it, but they ignored the an-
nouncement ~nd went back to sleep. 
"Professor Turtle told us there was a 
bomb threat," said 
conscientious stu-
away. _ 
Members of the UCF Pathetic De-
partment arrived at the scene too late. 
'We got the bomb threat call, but are 
really sick of going to the scene when 
we know it's not real," said chief Harry 
Ball. 'This time we just decided to stay 
in the nice, air conditioned office . . We 
didn't feel like responding." 
After responding to three bomb 
threats, people in the library decided 
not to evacuate the fourth time. -
Too bad! It was no joke. 
_, 834 students blew up because they 
were too dumb to leave a building that 
contained a bomb. 
"Maybe some 
lives could've been 
.dent Ima Nerd. · 
"But he said if we 
took 10 minutes to 
go stand outside 
during the threat, 
he'd watch us all to 
make sure we 
"They didn't leave the 
buildings, so serves 'em 
right." 
saved had all UCF 
police officers not 
been writing park-
ing tickets ," said 
the survivor, the 
one guy with any 
didn't sneak away 
and cut the rest of 
class. 
'Then we'd have 
to come back in and 
finish class. So I think the class ignored 
him," Nerd continued. 
Nerd, however, concerned for his 
health and safety, went outside anyway. 
'Then I heard this biiiiig BOOOOOM 
and body parts came flying out," he· said, 
adjusting his thick glasses. "I just 
missed getting hit by professor Turtle's 
arm," he said. 
He started _sobbing, mumbling "poor 
professor Turtle," and · had to be led 
- lhate Students 
UCFcop 
intelligence at all 
who fled the li-
brary. 
Cop I. Liv 
Fortickets finally 
arrived at the li-
brary and said the bodies were muti-
lated. 
"It took forever to match legs and 
arms to heads and torsos," Fortickets 
said. 
R.U. Forreal, a cop, said a teacher 
confessed to planting the· bomb to get 
out of giving an exam and correcting it. 
But the professor, I.M. Animbecile, 
could not be reached for comment - he ,, 
exploded, too. 
. . .. . ~ .. ... .. ~ - - .. 
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UCF goes on hiring binge 
55 cops needed to write more revenue-enhancing tickets 
by Swiss Miss 
SLOPPIE EDITER 
Administration has reported that 10 classes 
at max will be offered this fall. 
Why? 
UCF prez Steve Altboy said the cut in classes 
allows UCF to pay 55 more campus cops to 
write parking tickets. 
Students complain they have already suf-
fered from this new hiring measure. 
In fact, Junior Jr., a junior, said it's not un-
common to park in a teachers lot, strut to class 
and find four tickets on your car when you 
return. 
Student Stevin Corner agrees. 
As Corner strolled out to his car after a hard 
day of work, he said, "I know my car is gonna 
have a boot." He was right - he had accumu-
lated five parking tickets and campus cops 
booted his car over spring break. How dare he 
take up one of 500 empty parking spaces in the-
teachers' lot over break?! 
So, to be able to register for classes that he 
won't get anyway, Corner journeyed to pay his 
tickets. Upon arrival at the police station, Cor-
ner asked how much he owed the pigs. 
From Betty~ who worked behind the counter, 
Comer heard, ''You owe $1 O." 
Honest Corner said, "$10? Oh, I think it's 
more than that." 
Betty replied, "I said $110!!!" Then she said, 
"Did you happen to notice if you still had your 
hub cap?" Apparently cops steal your hub cap 
before they .boot your car." 
money from tickets over holidays, when the few-
est students are on campus. 
"Even though nobody's here, we like to really 
get the ones who are," a cop, who wishes to 
remain anonymous, said. 
"It's true! Cops are pig slop," said cop Harry 
Swine. "We ticket whenever we can." 
Head pig Sgt. Sow McClendon said the UCF 
cops have monthly contests. The cop that can 
give the most parking tickets to a single car in 
any given month gets the Hog of the Month 
award. 
Past winners have supplied us with · their 
strategies: 
• 'Well, I wasn't going to expose my method, 
but since I won the award the last two months, I 
will," said Officer Hog Wash. "I dress in my rags 
and pose as a student. I go to a couple of classes 
a day, and when class gets out, I walk students 
out to their cc:rs. 
"I just ask, '"Where'd you park?' They answer 
and I say, 'Me too.' Then I walk out to their cars 
and give them tickets. 
"One student, Floyd Lighthead, even led me 
to his car behind the sculpture domes, where he 
says he's parked all semester without getting a 
-ticket. I found out this goon's schedule and the 
next day wrote him six tickets during his 2-4 
p.m. class." -
• Sow, who won the contest by two tickets 
three months ago, said, ''You c~ always find a 
half dozen disabled cars in any given day. They're 
great because you know they'll be in the parking 
lot for a few days, and you can ticket them every 
hour on the hour." Upchuck Moron/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
HUSSEIN IS WATCHING (Makes you wonder what really happened to 
all the radar detectors and car stereos students 
have reported stolen.) 
UCF police say they make most of their 
Altboy said, "If we're really gonna solve this 
ticket problem, once and for all, we're gonna 
have to 
see SOLUTION next year 
Saddam Hussein appeared in a cloud over the UCF water tower 
last week. Later, Elvis appeared in the same cloud. 
Altboy t~ students: Simple 
salutation is all I ask! 
by Marquis de Sade 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
Most students here at UCF (Univer-
sity of Capricious Fondling) are well 
aware that when Prez Steve Altboy says 
"Hello," you MUST respond with an 
equally hearty "Hello" of your own. 
But what happens to those few who 
fail to say ''Hello"? Well, you all may 
remember when Altboy failed to allow 
some unsuspecting undergraduate to · 
register for spring classes last year when 
, he did not respond to Altboy's greet.ing; 
this is just the tip of the iceberg. 
We here at the Futile, myself in par-
ticular, have uncovered stories that the 
Futile was afraid to tell, but be warned 
- some or the following tales may dis-
gust or even sicken you. Above all, do 
not let the following information change 
your view of Dr. Altboy; he is still the 
same ~she always was. 
June 4, 1989 -Altboy was address-
ing his first freshman orientation when 
the whole assembJa&e reacted t.o his "Hello" 
with silence. Althoy grabbed the automatic 
weapon closest t.o him, fired several rounds 
int.o the air and exc;laimeci, "You WIIL 
reply when I greet you!" 
July 2, 1990 -This orientation group 
was not so lucky. Altboy decided that 
aversion therapy would be the best way 
to get immediate results, and ordered 
that all freshmen attending be im-
mersed in water while hot electrodes 
were stuck to their tongues. 
November 15, 1990 -A communi-
cations major was found bound and 
gagged in an Administration Building 
broom closet. When freed, he quickly 
doubled over into a fetal position and 
began muttering, "Hel...lo, H ... el...lo." 
January 22, 1991 - An accounting/ 
Israeli history major, Hide E. 
Steinmeister, was found in the same 
broom closet with the word "Hello" 
branded across her chest and torso. · 
February 4, 1991 - One poor sap, 
Neck Kontee, falled tQ recognize Altboy 
at all, at which point Altboy proceeded 
tQ beat upon the already short Kontee 
with a Pipsee Cola vending machine. 
After recovering from his coma, Kon tee 
~eplied, "How in the hell was I supposed 
to know who he was. I mean everybody's 
kneecaps look pretty much the same." 
Neck Kontee still has not fully re-
covered and is constantly referred to_as 
"fathead" due to the excessive swelling 
he sustained. 
These are just the cases that have 
been reported to us. I'm sure that there 
are numerous others that have yet to 
be brought to light, and there were still 
others that I was not allowed to print 
due to their graphi~ nature. 
I have heard several rumors (public 
flagellation) but without substantial 
prooi(someone telling us about it), my 
hands are tied. 
So I hope my story has done at least 
some good, and that from now on you 
will be more than willing to respond in 
kind when Altboy greets you. The last 
thing I want is to lose another fellow 
student at the hands of a vengeful 
Altboy. 
I 
PET OF THE WEEK 
... ' 
Have you seen this cat? He has been reported missing by his owner. If you 
haven't seen this cat, you can still be sure he has definitely seen you! In 3-D! 
*excerpt from "Budget cut blues" 
Wasn't long ago just a couple years. 
I came to UCF, thought it was weird. 
The campus was growing, my career was too. 
So I decided to sing some blues. • 
CHORUS: 
Everybody if you can 
do the Alt·man ••• 
Everybody budget cuts everywhere. 
Cassettes $7 .98 
CD's $12.98 
Available for a limited time. At the 



























" Pl Upsilon Kappa 
Puke boys, get ready for the annual Geek 
Day this Saturday at Lake Hairl We'll take 
1fie Egg-a-thon for sure, dudes ! And the 
Whine-off? IN THI: BAGI! PUKE FOREV-
ER-Ya know it!!ll l!lll fl P.S. If you see Ma-
Tau Alpha Kappa 
Hey Takes, get ready to TAKe Geek Day at 
• ake Hair. P.S. Don't forget the plastic 
sheeting for the Egg-a-thon. 
ZITs, let's get psyched for those hunky con-
struction workers I Don't forget the big sleep-
over with Sig-Ep-Chi Friday! Get canned with 
m. 
Sigma Epsilon Chi 
~ho wants a little sister when you 've got a 
ZIT?I? Brothers, don't forget the "sleepover" 
(nudge, nudge, wink, wink) with those hot 
ZiTs Friday , and then (if we can deal with it) 
~EEK DAY!! We will win!!! 
Lambda Alpha Chi 
~x~x~x~x~x~x~x~x~x 
~x LAX ~x GEEK DAY 'NUFF SAID!! 
Delta Oml~ron Gamma 
VVhat is that smell?? Could it ~otten eggs 
from across the street?? Emilia, better talk 
to your boyfriend!! DOGs are like, absolutely 
tQtally psyched for Geek Day. Will the Pukes 
have fresh eggs?? 
Alpha Sigma Sigma 
We're gon~a kick ASS Saturday at Lake Hair. 
Any truth to the rumor that the Pukes' eggs - . 
> are softboiled? 
Swiss Activist Group is seeking new mem-
bers. Must know _how to be neutral and make 
chocolate. Call Yosiah Raker@ 823-4358. 
•-
UCF Student Apathy Club is seeking unmo-
tivated new members. The next meeting is 
'fhursday night. Come if you feel like it. Dues 
are $10, if you want to pay them. Ask for Joy 
or Kenny, If they're at the meeting. 
Need help cussing in Spanish? 823-9999 
Andy Terrors 
Wanted: UCF student parking sticker. Also, 
o you have a hobby? If you're not using 
your sticker, please contact Floyd Lighthead 
at UCF-SNOOZ, or leave a message at Mc-
isDonald's. 
1-ull tipe yore paper or rreport. Eye dont 
charge veree much and eye doo a good job. 
fall 275-TIPE and leeve a messuge for Pro-
fessor Doe at thuh Engglish Deepartmunt. 
FOUND. 2 cartons of generic cigarettes. If 
..,they're yours, please call SMOK-OUT. 
LOST. Large white, blue eyed, blond haired 
male. Very good with a whip. Answers to the 
call: "Come Beowulf! My mighty warrior!" 
Please call Yosiah Raker@ 823-4358. 
LOST. Small brown, spotted mutt. Blind in 
one eye, deaf in right ear, walks with a limp, 
tail has been serrated. Answers to the name 
"Lucky." 
LOST. Two cartons of generic cigarettes . If 
found, please call UCF·PREZ. Am really 
desperate. 
FOUND. Ten Styrofoam egg crates, a men's 
blue blazer & several million stolen copies of 
The Central Florida Futile. To claim, please 
see Sven Sor at the Liebrary or call 3-PETE. 
1966 Oldsmobile Toronado, puke gold paint, 
15 gallons to the mile, AM radio, 8-track 
player. Must remove from UCF parking lot 
before end of term!!!! Call Missing at UCF-
SNOOZ for further details. 
1985 Drudge Char£;e-it .22. Stereo messed 
up, but doesn't eat tapes. Runs, sometimes 
walks, often limps. A/C works, and it better 
considering all the repairs I paid for. Call T. 
Fred at 282-JUNK to claim. 
'77 Olds Cutlass, mostly red with a formerly 
white roof. Comes with foolproof security 
system: boot on lett,rear wheel of car. Cail 
Yor at 7-REDSOX. 
Horl)ophobic? Alienated? Insecure? If you 
Must be able to cook, mend underwear and 
pamper me. Am sick of current gir:friend -
she's too jealous and all she wants to do is 
watch movies. If interested, please write t\): 
Brett, c/o CAB offices, University of Central 
Florida. 
Old, pipe-smoking, elitist professor seeks 
large females for all-American fun. Must en-
joy quiet walks on the beach, Jell-0-wrestling, 
and Freud discussions. Write to: Earl Ex-
citement P.O. Box 69 Orlando Fl, 32826. 
Please include a photograph. 
Aging sports nut, into writing sports stories, 
playing Yahtzee and eating subs seeks bux-
om babe for bawdy fun. If interested, call 
UCF-2865 and ask for Yor. 
REWARD available for the person who 
catches the Mad Egger. Please call Sgt. 
Gorbachev at UCF-COPS for further de-
tails. To arrange a meeting with ma, please 
leave 6 dozen donuts at the police station 
with your name and phone number. 
Barbie, let's see how long we can continue 
to have this asinine relationship. I hate you, 
you stupid harlotl The pizza at that place 
makes me barf I· Brett 
Brett, Eat hot death- Barbie 
Borbie, cold, cold smoke lhe bilch -
Brell 
.,. 
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Charles lncharge /CEN fRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
REGISTRATION KILLS 
Richar:d Smackks, 29, sexual disorders major, died Thursday afternoon in the summer registration 
line. He died from shock after looking at the summer class schedule. He planned to graduate. 
• YOUNG FASCISTS 
The Young ·Republicans 
meeting scheduled for last 
Thursday was cancelled when 
it was determined there aren't 
any. 
•AL TBOY CAUGHT WITH 
PANTS DOWN · 
. UCF Prez. Steve Altboy was 
arrested by campus police last 
night after he was caught 
mooning students outside the 
library. A stunned female stu-
dent identified Altboy in a po-
lice line-up, but confessed to not 
knowing who he was. 
"I thought he was a moslem 
terrorist," said Muffy Whipcord. 
Ms.Whipcord, who was leaving 
the library to attend a geek 
meeting, said Altboy jumped 
out from behind a large shrub 
wearing nothirig but a He-Man 
COLD CUTS 
FROM PAGE 1 
ment had planned to house the 
hockey team at Wilt Dippy's 
Goose or Flounder resorts for 
some time. 
"Hoo, they spent most of the 
winter in expensive hotels," Sir 
Hooter said. ''They were lost 
when they came home and 
didn't have room service." 
Engineering Dean Garo 
T-shirt and a pair of socks. "It 
was pretty grody," she added. 
When asked about the incident 
campus police chief Harry Ball 
said, "Huh, what incident? Pass 
the donuts please." 
• SGA VOTES FOR 
HIGHER GPAs 
The UCF stupid senate 
voted unanimously last week 
to raise the GPA requirements 
for student government leaders 
from 1.2 to 1.3. 'We've all de-
cided that this move is needed," 
SG student president Jeff Lame 
said. ''We feel this change will 
:improve the type of members 
we recruit. Especially since 
none of us can read or write 
very good," he added. Qualified 
students should apply in per-
son at the SGA offices, please 
bring your student ID and the 
Casablanca was outraged. 
"Like hell they will!" he 
shouted when told of the diver-
sion. "His Owlishness promised 
that money would come out of 
stupid government's birthday 
party fund!"· 
Student body president Jeff 
Lame said stupid government 
could not lose its birthday party 
fund. 
"Without birthday parties, 
stupid government wouldn't 
have a reason to exist," he 
last report card received with 
a passing grade. 
•FUTILE SPURTZ EDITOR 
MAULED 
Y or King, futile spurtz edi-
tor, was attacked by an enraged 
parrot last week at the Oviedo 
Zoo. 
' King, 37, suffered TI?-inpr 
abrasions in the incident. Zoo _ 
official Charles Horse said Ugo, 
apparently wacked out on 
rheap b9oze, scaled the parrot 
cage and began to make cat 
noises at the Parrots. King then 
grabbed a small baby bird and 
was consequently attacked by 
th~ bird's mother. Both mommy 
and baby Parrot - were 
uninjured in the bizarre attack. 
King is res.ting comfortably at 
the University Behavioral 
Center. 
whined. 
MacOwl said he changed his 
mind after stupid government 
gave him a birthday party, al-
though SG birthday parties are 
supposed to be limited to stu-
dents. 
Lame defended giving a fac-
ulty member a birthday party. 
"How else was I supposed to 
keep my money?" he said. · 
see CLASSES page 104 
Special Central Florida Futile offer! 
Need a gift for 
A birthday? Wedding? Graduation? · 
What do you get for that special someone who has everything? 
How about.._. 
~ Absolutely Nothing!! 
That's right. After a diligent search and months of . negotiation, the staff of The Central 
Florida Futile has been able to assemble the largest cache of nothing ever seen on the face of 
the earth. Now, we are making this offer and passing the savings on to you. ( 
Just look at these features: 
4 
• Nothing stops taxes • Nothing is better than money 
• Nothing cures cancer • Nothing works the way you want it to ( 
• Practically nothing is legal • Nothing is Guaranteed! 4 
That's right...your s.hipment of Nothing is fully warranted for the life of the product. If (: 
Nothing ever goes wrong, simply return Nothing to us (postpaid) and we will replace Nothing ;, 
at absolutely no charge. , 
Don't delay! Be the first one on your block to receive absolutely Nothing. Send J 
checks or money orders for $19.95 (add $30 for postage and handling) to: ( 
Money for Nothing J 
CFF Staff Scholarship and Trip-to-Bermuda Fund ( 
Orlando, FL 32-something-something ; 





nouncement. (He went into a rage and 
police used stun guns to calm him 
down.) Later Bergperson commented on 
Despite posting a 60-0 cassette tape the decision. 
Apparently the Nites did not do 
enough. A spokesmanwomanperson for 
the Nazi Collection Abusing their Au-
and winning the Amiable Sex "I can't believe 
thority (NCAA) said 
Sconference, You See Efbaseball team what Eye did to .us," "Q ?I I'll · 
was denied its automatic birth to the Bergperson said. "Eye UOte · · QIVe you a 
that the ASS can do 
what ever it sees fit 
and added that it is 
unlikely that the 
Nites would receive 
an at-small bid. 
playoffs. never told me that we quote! They're a 
ASS officials said it was not fair to would have to wait bunch of @#o/o *f()E ! 
the other ASS teams to let a school before making the 
qualify for the playoffs in its first year playoffs." · And you can quote 
in the conference. Team members me." 
"If the ASS does not 
· think the Nites' per-
formance is worthy of "These other· teams have been in the were equally pissed 
ASS for. a number of years," sconference off. 
czar N. R. Eye said. ''We feel the Nites "It's a bunch' of 
should wait at least a decade before bull," .catcher/Cracked 
they · use the automatic birth to make Figurine said. "I just 
the playoffs." · don't understand 
• Name withheld the automatic bid, I do 
upon request not think we have the 
knowledge to override 
the decision." 
You See Efbaseball guru Doubleyou what we have to do to make the play-
Bergperson was stunned after the an- offs." 
The Nites led the 
universe with a team ERA of 0.11 led 




by Oscar Madison 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
UCF pulled off the recruit-
ing coup of the decade when it 
signed the nation's most sought 
after high school basketball 
player last week. That was un-
til Shalu.nquer. "the slam 
dunker" Oreely declared finan.: 
cial hardship, skipped college 
and joined the NBA two days 
la~r. 
"I'm very dissappointed," 
UCF coach Moe Spleen said. 
"Oreely is making a big mis-
take. He is throwing away an 
opportunity to attend classes at 
an excellent university and 
maybe get a degree to instead 
m~ke $6 million a year for 20 
years playing basketball.". 
Oreely was a 7-foot-6-inch 
point guard for St. Theresa High 
School in Queens, N.Y., and led 
that team to the state champion~ 
ship while averaging 46 points, 
27rebounds,15 blocked shots and 
two assists per game. 
"We wanted him to go to col-
lege but the Orlando Magic made 
us a sweet offer," Shalunker's dad, 
John Oreely, said. "That plus the 
sneaker, soft drink and washing 
machine endorsements.helped us 
to decide." . . . 
Oreely had been receiving 
letters from colleges since he 
was in the second grade, when 
he became the youngest player 
ever to slam dunk a basketball. 
He received national attention 
in high school when he shat-
tered six backboards after 
monster jams. 
I ."He's an. ~xcit~n~ player," said Pat W1llivanilliams. "We 
feel he could make Greg Kite 
an all-star and take the Magic 
· to the championship. Of course, 
we'll have to trade Skiles, Scott 
and Anderson in order to stay 
under the salary cap." 
Oreely, who is on probation 
for shoplifting at K-Mart· and 
for an incident in high school 
when he attacked two students 
with a badminton racket, said 
he is ready to put past problems 
behind him. 
"The NBA is going to be 
great. I think I can learn a lot 
from guys like Charles [spit] 
Barkley, James Gohn] Worthy 
and Charles [crash] Smith." 
Frog Prince iCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
UCF had that sinking feeling earlier in the year but came back to finish No. 1. 
No. 1 .spot doesn't 
melt away· for UCF 
by T. Frederick Stonehands 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
KNKATO, Minn. - The Fabulous 
IceKnights hockey team won the NCAA 
title Saturday night, becoming the first first-
year team to do so in NCAA history. 
The Fabulous IceKnights defeated the 
Strangers of South Dakota State Col-
lege of Medicine, Dentistry and Animal 
Husbandry, 4-1. 
lceKnights Coach Theo Blizzard attiib-
uted the title to his players' hard work. 
"The boys worked real hard to get 
this done," he said. 
Blizzard said the IceKnights overcame 
a lot of adversity in their inaugural season. 
"We really got lucky, especially con-
sidering the ice in the Batcave, uh, Trev 
Coalbun:ier Memorial Gym melted half-
way through our first game," he said. 
T_hat game, against Michigan College 
of Bad Roadwork, was called off when the 
melted ice (that's water!-Ed.) short-cir-
cuited the icemaking equipment. 
All home games. were eventually can-
celed, including the homecoming match 
against the Alaska-Point Barrow Oilspills. 
IceKnights center and team captain 
Joe-Joe Donbakker praised his teammates 
for their dedication. 
"The guys were, you know, really dedi-
cated aRd all, you know, to winning the, 
yQu know, championship," he said. 
Student government -president Jeff 
Lame said he would personally ensure that 
all the players. would get ·big birthday 
parties. 
UCF President Steve Altboy did not 
comment, but was seen smiling Sunday. 
OOMPH 
If Iron Mike 
comes ·to UCF, 
h.e can have th 
next shot at the 
Saddam-man. 
Frog Prince . 
/FUTILLE 
They also led the universe in hitting 
with a .875 team batting average. 
Rightfielder Lotsa Somolla led the tea:qi 
along with Ernie and Bert Smith. 
Somolla also set a Multiply I-A CD 
by throwing out 1,000 runners at first 
base. . 
Despite the Nites' 8-track-setting 
season, Eye remained adament with his 
decision. ~ 
"We're trying to keep integrity in the 
playoffs," Eye said. "Any team can have 
a season like the Nites did." 
When reminded that no team ha'J 
ever had a season similar to You See 
Ef s, Eye responded, ''That doesn't mean 
another team couldn't do it. Just .-
. cause theyre the first team to have 
posted this good of an album, it doesn't 





Says college chicks have 
nice, well, you know 
by Oscar Madison 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
Heavyweight boxer "Iron" MiRe 
Tyson will attend classes at UCF this 
summer. Tyson hopes to "enlighten · 
himself' by getting a college educatio~ 
"I think it's ludicrous for the heavy-
weight champion of the world not to 
have a college degree," Tyson said. "I 
can't fail. I won't allow myself to fail." $ 
Tys~m will take up accounting as a 
field of study. He said .he wants to learn 
how to manage the millions of do11art) 
he will earn when he knocks out all of 
the heavyweight contenders. 
. Tyson also mentioned plans to take 
part in the intramural sports program 
at UCF. He became especia11y excited 
when he heard of the Greek Gloves 
boxing competition. • 
''The hilarity of that situation would 
be very very boisterous. I'm looking for-
ward to slapping around some frat boy 
until he makes girly noises," Tysob 
chuckled. 
Tyson also expressed interest in 
meeting some of the co-eds at UCF. .. 
"The college campus is a great place 
to meet girls. I'm tired of dating TV 
st.ars. I can't wait to -- some college 
chicks. Pardon my French." Tysof1 
hinted he might try out for theUCF 
football team. "Coach McBowell ap-
proached me with that situation and J 
·was very incensed, I mean, intrigued." 
"Mike could be a starter this season. 
He hits like a mule kick." 
Tyson said he will receive his high 
school equivilency diploma any day now · 
and will be able to register. 
see ME F~EL ME TOUCH ME page ·~ 
